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CHAPTERl

Introduction

1.1. Background

An important consideration in successful implementation of personal
communications systems (peS) is indoor radio propagation, i.e., transmission of voice
and data to people on the move inside buildings. Indoor radio communication covers a
wide variety of situations ranging from communication with individuals walking in
residential or office buildings, supermarkets or shopping malls, etc., to fixed stations
sending messages to robots in motion in assembly lines and factory environments of
the future.

People throughout the world have enthusiastically adopted the new wireless
communications methods and services. Little is known yet about physical radio
propagation inside buildings, but this is an important factor for future planning. This
is why more research is needed. This knowledge will facilitate a more accurate
prediction of system performance and will provide the mechanism to test and evaluate
method for mitigating the injurious effects caused by the radio channel in such
environments.

1.2. Recent Work

Recent work [42], [43] showing the possibility of transmission through buildings
as an important mechanism of propagation in some concrete cases, manifested the
necessity of developing a method to calculate the attenuation of radio signals
transmitted through buildings. In the literature, buildings are often considered to be
completely opaque to the UHF frequencies. This is not really true, as was shown in
[43]. The importance of collecting literature related to this subject was in the
treatment made of this mechanism in the radio mobile literature

5



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.3. Outline of the Project

The main objective of this project is to characterise the behaviour of radio waves
transmitted through buildings in order to develop a simple attenuation model. This
model will be used to predict the attenuation suffered by radio signals transmitted
through buildings. One first approach to this objective is to try to characterise the
mechanism of penetration into buildings.

In order to achieve the goal, a literature research about the two topics mentioned
before is done, for collecting all the relevant literature about this subject. Chapter 2
describes the literature research method, along with the results of the search. Results
from all the papers found, related to the subject in the research carried out in Chapter
2, are shown in Chapter 3. As is explained in Chapter 4, no literature about
transmission through buildings was found in the research; the utilisation of a different
mechanism of propagation to be able to design the final model was chosen

: propagation of radio signals within buildings, which is described in Chapter 4.
The resultant method used to predict the attenuation of radio signals transmitted to
buildings is shown in Chapter 5; in order to test the accuracy of the model, the
predicted results are compared with measurements made in [43]. Finally, some
conclusions are drawn in Chapter 6.

6
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Research Method

2.1. Description and Objectives

Logically, literature research is the first step in the development of an
academic project. Before starting with a literature research, it is necessary to know
what kind of literature is specifically to be searched for and what not. According to
this, it will be helpful to have in mind some important aspects and ask the following
questions:

1. What are the objectives of the search?
2. Which information or aspects are exactly to be found?
3. How complete should the result be? It is necessary to look for all the information,

only some, maybe only in English... ?
4. In which period should the search be conducted? How important is the recentness

of the publications to be found?
5. On which regions or environment should be focus? Maybe in one or more

countries, institutes or research group ... ?
6. Which document types have to be searched for? (books, journal articles,

conference papers, dissertations, reports ... )
7. Which type or treatment ofliterature should be found? It is interesting to find

general, review theoretical, mathematical, or experimental literature... ?

When all these questions have been answered, the literature research can be started. A
diagram of the research method is shown in Figure 1.

The principal objective of the research method is to find, as a first step, the
largest amount ofliterature related to the considered subject. This can be done using
different tools provided by libraries. After answering all the questions proposed
above, the amount of books, articles, conference papers, etc. found, can be
considerable. Now an important phase of the research method starts: a careful reading
of all information found. Only after this, some of the documents can be discarded
because they will not really be interesting in the framework of the project.

7
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RESEARCH CHARACTER AND EXTENT

LIBRARY CATALOGES: BOOKS
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Sufficient?
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Figure 1: Methodical Literature Research.
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The available library will condition the literature research, i.e., it is important
to know which tools are available to use in the research. Normally, different tools will
be available in each library, so it will be indispensable to find which these tools are.

Another important thing is knowing the library organization system, which
will depend on the library too. This will be indispensable after using the tools for
searching: the searched information could be available in the library or not.

2.2. Literature Research Tools

Three tools were used in the research method: INSPEC Ondisc, Science
Citation Index (SCI) and VUBIS Catalogue. With these information sources, and
the aid of two methods using 'reference list' relations -the snowball method and the
citation method-, the literature research was done.

2.2.1. The INSPEC Bibliographic System

The INSPEC Bibliographic System is leading English-language abstracting
and indexing service providing source information from the world's literature on all
aspects of physics, electronics and computing. The TI'J"SPEC database dates back from
1969, and INSPEC Ondisc covers 1989 forward. The CD-ROM version is updated
quarterly. INSPEC Ondisc contains approximately 250.000 references with abstracts
each year, from approximately 4.200 journals, conference proceedings, research
reports, dissertations and monographs, compiled by The Institution of Electrical
Engineers, and covering around a 45% of Physics abstracts, a 30% of Electrical and
Electronics abstracts and a 25% of Computer abstracts.

INSPEC Ondisc offers extensive search possibilities inclusive Boolean
searching thesaurus, using the logical operators AND, OR and ANDNOT; it also
includes the possibility of printing and (ASCII) saving. There are also many
searchable fields, which are included in the Indexes (Figure 2), as is shown in Table
1. Nevertheless, the search can also be done using a very useful tool: the keywords;
with them, it is easy to cover a more general field than using the terms in the Indexes.
The use of one or more keywords, along with the logical operators, will depend on if
it is necessary to restrict the search or not.

It is also possible to select some search options, as is shown in Figure 3, like
searching for both singular and plurals and for spelling variants, as well as the
possibility of displaying intermediate results or activating the guided help. With the
Display (Figure 4) command applied to the matches found, the type of document, the
authors, the affiliation, the conference title, the editors, the publisher, the language
and the abstracts can be shown. This information could be sufficiently useful, to look
for the paper in the library.

9
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Figure 2: INSPEC Ondisc Indexes.

2.2.2. The Science Citation Index

The Science Citation Index is a multidisciplinary database ofjournal literature
of the sciences developed by the Institute for Scientific Information (lSI). The
Science Citation Method Compact Disc Edition (SCI CDE) covers over 3.300 of
the world's most significant scientific and technical journals across more than 160
scientific disciplines, with over 700.000 new items indexed each year. The SCI CDE
with Abstracts database is updated monthly, while the SCI CDE without abstracts is
updated every three months. Each cumulate to an annual disc.

All lSI CD Edition databases include indexing of every article and significant
item -including letters, reviews, corrections, and editorial material- in every fully
covered publication.

The products can be used as conventional author-subject indexes, but what
makes them unique is the indexing of cited references of articles covered. Advantage
of this indexing can be taken by:

• Searching by Cited Author or Cited Paper. Cited reference searching enables to
search forward in time -to take a known, relevant paper and uncover other, later
papers that cite it. Cited reference searches allow uncovering essential information that
cannot be retrieved through traditional search techniques. The Science Citation
Index window for searching by cited author or reference is shown in Figure 5, for the
period between January-May of 1999.

10
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Figure 3: INSPEC 01ldisc Search Options Window.

• Viewing an Article's Related Records. The Related Records feature extends the
power of citation indexing by linking and displaying all the articles that have one or
more bibliographic references in common. An example is shown in Figure 6.

• Displaying an Article's Bibliography. Items in the cited reference display can be
printed, saved, or used in a cited reference search.

The abstract version also offers:

• Abstracts. An unabridged, full-text, English-language author abstract is included for
every record that provides one. These abstracts can be searched and displayed.

• Author Keywords and lSI's KeyWords Plus. Author keywords are provided by
the author to the journal. KeyWords Plus provides additional search tenns taken
directly from an article's bibliography that enable to identify many more articles that
relate to the search.

With the lSI CD Editions' search capabilities, any or all the types of searches,
shown in Table 2, can be perfonned in a single session. All search fields (except the
"set" field) have their own dictionaries to help finding the right search tenn. Using
truncation and developing synonyms the search shall be broaden. The searches can be
limited to a particular language, document type, or update period.

11
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'::; ?roque.t-!'RoauEsT _ _ _ Ml\iil EJ
Auto

Figure 4: INSPEC Ondisc Display Window.

Table 1: Searchable Fields with LAlSPEC Ondisc.
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2.2.3. The VUBIS Catalogue System

After describing the tools used for searching, it is now important to introduce
the library's catalogue system, called VUB/S. The VUB/S Catalogue System is an
electronic card tray, used at the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT). It
visualises all titles of books and periodicals present in the EUT library, besides a shelf
mark including the location in the library.

o SCI COE with Abstracts (Jan 99 - May 99) (04.0) • I'!!I£ilEJ

Field: ICited outhor/reference 3l Q.ictionory

':':;<~..

jJmitS· .....

For Q.uery~ of 2 enter cited outhors or cited references os:

PAUUNG-L'" or PAULING-L-1949-SCIENCE-Yll n-P543

'-----__L'
a Search Results . I!!lIiIEl
PIC IDS

r r CitedeuJ1hor{reference'MWAMSON-A-1995:NEUROREPORT-V6"P1562

Dietrictt-D Clusmann-H KraJ-T Steinhauser-C Blumcke-i Heinemann-U Schramm-J

2 Electrophysiologlcally Distinct Types of Granule Cells in Epileptic Human Hippocampus (English) =>

:::OSCIENCE 1999. Vol 90. Iss 4. pp 1197-1206 (184UE) -Ii
No. Related Records: 20 No. cited references: 58

Set [2HJ ofl •.

For Help, pre!:i~fl

Figure 5: Science Citation Index Window for Searching by Cited AI/thor.

This catalogue has some characteristics common to other library catalogues:

*Describes 'stand-alone' publications, i.e., books and periodicals, but usually not
papers.
* Offers information on location and availability.

13
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* Formally (author/title) catalogued but also has subject indexes, i.e., keywords,
subject classification.
* Abstracts are not offered.
* Knowledge described is often older than two years.
* It is not commercial, i.e., free electronic access is offered.
* Interactive communication using the Telnet or the World Wide Web (WWW). An
example of the VUBIS Web Catalogue is shown in Figure 7.

Cl SCI COE wIth Abstracts (Jan 99 - May 99) (04.0) 1!!I[i]EI
file Edit'..Yii#r..··~~~Ch"~a~$U'ts'{~~Qptlonf ••. Wirldow .. ··Help;.
~~~.~VjevE Bibliogrophic

Field: ICited outhor/reference .=.]1
For Q.uery Qill of 2 enter cited outhors or cited references os:

PAULING-l* or PAULING-l-l 949-SCIENCE-Vll 0-P543

a Rela.ted Records 1st level {Search Results} I!lliIEI
PIC IDS

r r Dietrich-D 2 Electrophysiologically Distinct Types of Granule Cells in Epileptic Human .. (

Dietrich-D Kral-T Ousmann-H Fnedl-M Schramm-J ..

Reduced Fundion of L-Ap4-Sensitive Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors In Human Epileptic SclerotiC
Hippoce.mpus (English) => Artide

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF NEUROSCIENCE 1999. Vol 11, Iss 3. pp 1109-1113 (1 76RB)

For Help, press Fl

No. Related Records: 20 No. cited references: 39 No shared references: 7

--- --.===;===<=..-----==--__==;===;==r-----~.:Jl
GEIT3J Record:OJ of 20 [D3EI.f\

Figure 6: Science Citation Index Window for Viewing an Article's Related Records.

The VUBIS Web is also a research tool like the Science Citation Index or the
INSPEC Ondisc. Nevertheless, in this literature research it was used with the aim of
providing information about the available literature. Its use for the research in this
project was limited by the impossibility for offering a list of the available articles in the
library.

The searching possibilities are different; it is possible to use a word from the
title, the complete title, the author's name, an institution name, a subject, or a tree

14
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subject. The use of one or the other possibility will depend on the known information
about what is being looked for.

After a first search, it is also possible to restrict or expand it, using one of the
possibilities cited above, or using other options like the year of publication, the
language and type of document - dissertation, congress, book, report, speech, etc.

Restricting or expanding a search will depend again on the information
available about the document hunted. The number of titles matched in each attempt
will condition the number of restrictions or expansions. It is also possible to carry out
a restriction after an expansion or an expansion after a restriction; everything shall
depend on what is being looked for.

Searchable Fields
Basic Index

Title Word

Keywords

Field Conventions
Default setting that searches title, keywords and
abstracts words. Search terms or phrases.
Searches words or phrases from record ti tles and
subtitles.
Searches author-supplied keywords.

Examples
vitamin a
space SAME mir
antiferr" AND heisenberg"
(virus" OR viral") NOT com uter"
mma" OR messenger rna" OR
messenger ribonucle"

Abstract Word

Author Name

Searches abstract word and phrases.

Surnames are entered first, followed by an
hyphen and up to 4 initials, with no spaces,
commas, or periods between the ternn
Maximum number of searchable authors is 255.

(sweetener" OR aspartame OR
sorbitol OR saccharine) crop"
SAMErotat"
johnson-ab
witten-e"
voneschenbach-a"
alvarezborland-i ..
witten-e-1995-nucl-phys-b-v443"
lowry-o"-I 951-j-biol-ehem-vl 93"
freud-s"interp"dream
aristophanes"peace" OR
aristophanes"pa"
fox-chase-canc-ctr
amer-red-eross
univ-oxford SAME philosophy
columbia-univ SAME psych"

Retrieves articles that have cited a specific work.
Enter the following elements with hyphens: cited
author's last name, initials, publ ication year,
cited journal or book title, volume, and page
number.
Authors' address words are often abbreviated.
Hyphenate institutions, cities, and countries. Use
SAME operator for sub-units.

I Sea;:;;hes-f~r items from source publications -- aapg-bull-amer-assn-petrol-g
specified by lSI's 29-eharacter abbreviation. n-eng-j-med
Searches for items from specified source nature

r-5'.:::-ub"7l:..:ic=alI;;.;.·o:..:n::.s,-._~ .........,__.__~:.::re:.J-g;o.:e:.:;n=.elI:.:;·c:.::s _
Link previous search statements using set (I THRU 5) AND 7
numbers and Boolean operators. 10 NOT 12

Full Journal Title

Cited reference

Abbr. Journal Title

Address Word

Set Combination

Table 2: Searchable Fields and Fields Conventions for Science Citation Index.

Having a large and high-quality library is important to have a good result in
the literature research. At this time, it must be said that the EUT literature collection
contains 500.000 book titles and 3.500 journal titles, with subscriptions to periodical
publications.

15
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2.3. Literature Research Methods

2.3.1. Snowball Method

The Snowball Method is a simple and useful tool that can be very helpful
during the literature research. It is used along with the INSPEC Ondisc - view Section
2.2.1 - and provides a general overview about the information found.

The use of this method can be explained as follows: the searching aim must be
clear for using the different INSPEC options mentioned in the previous section.
Probably, after the search, it will have been found one or more interesting papers.
References included in these papers will provide some more papers; some ofthese
new references can be interesting or the search. These last documents will provide
new references, and some of them new ones, and so on. This is, in short, the Snowball
Method: using the references from one document to find more interesting information
for the search. All these matches are only "possibly" interesting information; careful
reading will show if they are really interesting for the search. Now the Snowball
Method Diagram can be built, and it will be very useful to show only the literature
that is going to be used, which is an important objective of the method.

\f: WBfS - clOdhOllun UnIVerSIty 01 r eCRnology l,bro'Y - Netscopo I!II',ijlE1

Geac
E'1f1dhoven unIversIty of technology lIbrary

',~3Y,r1UY numt,s" of :181'1S C1 lists [10
(:'J 1:£.1 :;.20:6 lrs- s~)rr ng= a: '".-role ·0" Lrture :.8SSlors tty ci!(..<Ir1G HERE

Surch t.rm: 6

Data!)••: 6 !Elndho".n Untv....rty afT.CIInolollY :il
search on: IWor<l from title :3
TuJ'L.&nsIulge: 1English'EIIt.ls 13

Lib,.",. Ei"dhtn"" U"iHrsiq t>J T«}flUJIo1l1
Don DaJoch 2, P.O. Ba:< 90/59, 5600 RMEINDHOVEN

T.JepMM: 040 - 2472381, Fa:.c: 040 - 2447015

For~ informalion contact the Libr.." help'Jesk,
Please mf!lliml your E-mail and mail address clearly.

Figure 7: VUBIS Web Window.
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It is important to remark that the Snowball Method is a tool for looking for
information backward in time; that means, recent papers - from 1989 to 1999 - are
found with the INSPEC, while older articles used by the papers' authors, are found
from references. This is, as will be explained in the next section, the principal
difference between the Snowball Method and the Citation Method.

As an example, for a better method understanding, a simple search will be
shown. The search is focus on routing algorithms on computer networks and it will
be conducted only in the period between January and March in 1999. Taking this into
account the INSPEC keywords were chosen; these are network, routing, network
and algorithm. Using these keywords among with different logical operations, three
papers were found related with the search, which are shown below.

1. 'Dynamic Routing System (DRS): Fault Tolerance in Network Routing'
AuthorCs): A. Chowdhry;o. Frieder; E. Burger; D. Grossman; K. Makki;
1999Computer Networks, volume 31, Iss: 1-2, pp. 89-99

2. 'Cost-Delay Path Selection Function for Real-Time Multicast Routing'
AuthorCs): 1. M. Ng; Ng. Peoy Khee;
1998 Proceedings ofthe 6th International Symposium on Modelling, Analysis and Simulation
ofComputer and Telecommunication Systems, pp. 56-61

3. 'An Optimal Routing Scheme for Multiple Broadcast'
Authores): Y Chi-Hsiang; E. A. Varvarigos; L. Hua;
1998 Proceedings ofthe International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Systems, pp.
342-9

After looking for these articles in the VUBIS Catalogue, it is time to choose
the interesting references from them, repeating the same process with the articles
found in the references.

When all the interesting papers are found, and the non-interesting ones are
discarded, it is time to develop the Snowball Diagram that is shown in Figure 8.

2.3.2. Citation Method

The Citation Method is also a simple method and differs from the Snowball
Method mainly in two ways: it is used along with the Science Citation Index - view
Section 2.2.2 - and the information search is done forward in time.

If a paper is found, it is possible using the SCI - concretely, using the Cited
Author Index - to look for new documents where this paper is cited. These new
documents will be more recent than the first one, and they can be useful or not, as in
the case of the Snowball Method. Following the scheme of the previous section, the
Citation Method Diagram's construction is done after a careful reading of the
information found.

17
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2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

19'91

1990

[ ChD1'fdhury, Camp, Netw., ,:U, pp. 89-99 ]

Varvarigo~ IEEE ParaD. Distr.
Systems, 7, 88S-895

Chi-Hsiang, Int. Cmf. Puall &
Distrib. Systems, pp. 342-9

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

1983

1982

1981

1980

Bharath, iEEE Trans. Cmun,
31, pp, 343-51

Figure 8: Simple Example ofSnowball Method Diagram.

Tyme~ IEEE Trans. COrTUl'\" 29, 392-8

'A Ray Tracing approaching to Predicting Indoor Wireless Transmission'
Author(s): R. A. Valenzuela;
1993 IEEE Vehicular technology Conference Proceedings, pp. 214-218

The simple search used as an example, was to look for all the papers were the
author of the following paper was cited, R. A. Valenzuela with his article 'A Ray
Tracing Approach to Predicting Indoor Wireless Transmission " with the search focus
on the wireless systems. The Citation Method Diagram is shown in Figure 8. It must
be noticed that number of papers found was larger, but only those related with
wireless systems were selected.

2.4. Formulation of Problem/Search Terms

The literature research carried out in the framework of this project was
focused on achieving a literature review of radio mobile propagation. In particular, it
was important to collect relevant literature on penetration ofradio waves into
buildings and transmission ofradio signals through buildings.

18
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2000

1999

1998 Piani, IEEE Trans. Ant &Pr~., 46,
pp.1l38-1147

Andreadis, IEEE Carom. Pmc., 14~ pp. 2$'1-264

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

Figure 9: Simple Example ofCitation Method Diagram.

Recently work carried out in [43], in order to verify the accuracy of the ray
tracing outdoor model Microchamp [44], [45], showed the unexpected possibility of
having signals propagating through buildings. Measurements showed that this is a
mechanism of propagation that can be - in some situations - the principal
contribution to the received signal. Due to this, this project tried to collect relevant
literature about transmission of radio waves through buildings. Nevertheless, as it will
be shown, this mechanism of propagation is not extensively described in the radio
mobile literature. This is due to buildings are considered to be completely opaque for
radio signals.

The aim of this project was to develop a method to predict the attenuation of
radio signals transmitted through buildings, using a work frequency band up to 2
GHz. Particularly important will be the 2 GHz frequency, because the method
developed will be tested using measurements made at this frequency.

It is important to have a clear idea about what is the meaning of what is being
looked for. The expression penetration into buildings is usually used to describe the
mechanism, which is used by radio waves propagating from a transmitter placed
outside a building to a receiver inside it. This means that the signal must go inside the
building - from outside, where the transmitter is placed - to reach the receiver. In the
case of transmission through buildings, a transmitter and a mobile receiver are both
situated outside a building, and there is a building obstructing the direct path between
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them. Due to this, the signal must travel through the building to have the possibility of
reaching the mobile receiver.

The research was started with the reading of two studies related to the subject,
[43] mentioned before and [42]. Taking these documents into account, the searching
of information was done with INSPEC using some keywords along with the logical
operators. These keywords are shown in Table 3; besides, in this table the logical
operations between them are also shown. It was also used for discarding possible
matches, some specific characteristics ofthe project like the work frequency band
frequencies up to 2 GHz - or the project final purpose, a concrete model design to
calculate the losses due to transmission through buildings, as it was said before.

Ke ords
penetration, propagation, transmission,
building, material, shielding

Lo ical 0 erations-------
I. (penetration OR transmission OR

propagation) AND (building)
2. (penetration OR transmission OR

propagation) AND (material)
3. (penetration OR transmission OR

propagation) AND (shielding)

Table 3: INSPEC Keywords and Logical Operations between them.

The logical operations were carried out for all the years included in the period
between 1989 and the first months of 1999. From this search, eight articles and a book
related with the subject were found. The full list is shown next:

1. 'Radio Transmission at 1800 MHz into and within Multistory Building'
AuthorCs): A. M. D. Turkmani; A. F. De Toledo;
1991 IEEE Proceedings Part 1 [Communications, Speech and Vision}, volume 138, Iss: 6, pp.
577-84

2. 'Building Penetration Characteristics of 880 MHz and 1922 MHz Radio Waves'
AuthorCs): W. 1. Tanis II; G. 1. Pilato;
1993 IEEE 43 r

<1 Vehicular Technology Conference: 'Communication Freedom through
Wireless Technology', pp. 206-209

3. 'Site Shielding Reduction due to Transmission through Buildings in a City Centre
Environment'

Author(s): C. 1. Haslett; D. A. Jacklin;
1995 IEEE International Conference on Antennas and Propagation, Conference Publication

number 407, pp. 37-41

4. 'The Study of Wave-Propagation through a Windowed Wall at 1.8 GHz'
Author(s): B. De Backer; H. Borjeson; F. Olyslager; D. De Zutter;
1996 IEEE 46th Vehicular Technology Conference: 'Mobile Technology for the Human Race',
volume I, pp. 165-9

5. 'Wireless Communications: Principles and Practice'
Author(s): T. S. Rappaport;
1996 Prentice Hall PTR, pp. 123-133
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6. 'Delay Spread and Received Power Measurements within a Building at 2 GHz, 5 GHz and
17 GHz'

Author(sJ: P. Nobles; F. Halsall;
1997 10th International Conference on Antennas and Propagation, Conference Published
number 436, volume II

7. 'Modelling and Measurement of Radio Propagation through Floors in a Multifloored
Building'

Author(sJ: 1. H. Tamg; D. W. Pemg;
1997 IEEE Proceedings Microwaves, Antennas and Propagation, volume 144, Iss: 5, pp. 359
363

8. 'Measurement of Building Penetration into Medium Buildings at 900 and 1500 MHz'
Author(sJ: A. Davidson; C. Hill;
1997 IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, volume 46, Iss: 1, pp. 161

9. 'Estimating Coverage of Radio Transmission into and within Buildings at 900, 1800 and 2300
MHz'

Author(sJ: A. F. De Toledo; A. M. D. Turkmani; 1. D. Parsons;
1998 IEEE Personal Communications, volume 5, Iss: 2, pp. 40-47

It is important to remark that the number of papers found was larger, but some
of them were discarded due to different reasons, for example, frequencies outside the
range of interest.

The next step in the literature research consisted of applying Snowball Method
- view Section 2.3.1. In this step, no critical selection of relevant literature was done.
Consequently, the amount of documents collected was very large. In this step the
Citation Method was also applied. Because the documents found with the INSPEC
were quite recent, the number of articles citing these documents was not very large.

In the following sections, the Snowball Method Diagrams and the Citation
Method Diagrams are shown. As can be seen, a full and well-ordered amount of
information about our search is available, only consulting the diagrams and the
complete list of references. To complete the literature search, it would be interesting
to draw a table with the references used in each chapter. This is shown in Table 4.

CHAPTER
I. Introduction
2. Literature Research Method
3. Penetration o(Radio Waves into Buildings
4. Propagation ofRadio Signals within Buildings

5. A Method to Predict the Attenuation ofRadio
Signals Transmitted through Buildings
6. Conclusions

REFERENCES
42,43

42,43,44,45
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20

4,5,14,16,17,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,28,29,32,33,34,35
36,37,38,40,41,42,43
29,36,39,42,43

2,21,22,42

Table 4: References used in each Chapter.
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2.5. Results of Snowball Method

The results of applying the Snowball method are shown in Figures 10 to 17. In
order to help the reading, references from each article are only showed once. No
relevant literature from Article 4 was found. Results from Article 7 are displayed in
two figures for simplicity.

2.6. Results of Citation Method

The results of Citation Method are shown in Figures 18 and 19. It should be
remarked that no new relevant literature apart from documents found with INSPEC,
was found applying this method.
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Figure 18: Results ofCitation Methodfor Article 1.
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Hill, IEEE Trans. VT-46. pp.161-68

Tanis, IEEE VTC, pp. 206-209

Figure 19: Results ofCitation Methodfor Article 2.
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CHAPTER 3

Penetration of Radio Waves into Buildings

3.1. Building Penetration Loss

3.1.1. Definition

A great number of authors have studied the problem of building penetration
loss, and modelled it as the distance-dependence of the path loss when the mobile is
outside a building - free-space loss -, plus a building loss factor. The building loss
factor is included in the model to account for the increase in attenuation of the
received signal observed when the mobile is moved from outside a building to inside
[2]. The model assumes that the building loss is independent of the distance between
base and mobile, although no verification of this assumption has been reported.

Building loss can be utilised in the engineering of a radio system in much the
same way as other propagation losses. For example, the measure of the penetration
loss is important for the reuse of a frequency in a cellular type of system. One aspect
of building loss -its amplitude distribution- has an important effect on the range of
reliable coverage into buildings.

Two definitions of building penetration loss can be found in the literature. For
a given distance to the transmitter, the difference between the median field intensity in
the streets and the field intensity at a location on the main floor of a building is
defined, by Rice [1], as the building loss for that location. The second definition of
building loss is due to Durante [3]. He compares the signal strength inside and outside
the building at the same height at various floor levels.

Rice [1] also uses a different term, called local building losses, which is
defined as the difference between the median field in the streets adjacent to an
individual building and the field intensity at a location on the main floor of the
building. The difference between both terms is that building loss is a concept useful
for the estimation of service range, while local building loss is useful in evaluating the
coverage of an individual building. Most of the authors, who have studied the
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Figure 1: Over-all distribution ofBuilding Losses
at 35 and 150 MHz in [1].

Chapter 3: Penetration o(Radio Waves into Buildings

building losses from Rice's statements, use the second tenn as building loss [2] in
their experiments.

The availability of propagation models designed to predict the signal strength
at street level in various environments
makes Rice's definition more practical
and useful because it allows the
prediction models to be extrapolated
from the outside to inside of buildings.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to
detennine exact models for penetration
loss from the different number of
experiments that have been published,
because they are difficult to compare.
This is because, even they use the
same definition of building losses, the
outside reference level has not been

found in a similar way.
The first report about building losses was published by Rice [1]. He

investigated the radio propagation in large city buildings at 35 and 150 MHz. Losses
were found, in this report, to be slightly smaller and more unifonn at 150 MHz than at
35 MHz, and tended to follow a log-nonnal distribution, as is shown in Figure 1. At
35 MHz, the over-all average building loss was found to be about 24 dB, while it was
about 22 dB for 150 MHz. It was also observed that variations as great as 20 dB were
encountered between locations a few feet apart, and that the maximum losses
occurred at the first floor (excluding basements).

Location First Floor 4th Floor to 8th Floor 11 th Floor
n 7 5 3
X 22.5 dB 17.4 dB 25 dB
(j 6.08 dB 26.75 dB 20.83 dB

Table 1: Building Signal Loss * in North Side ofChicago.

Location First Floor 8th Floor to 12th Floor to 20th Floor to
10th Floor 11 th Floor 21" Floor

n 26 6 3 5
X 18.15 dB 14.66 dB 22.66 dB 10.60 dB
(j 5.05 dB 8.90 dB 10.96 dB 21.88 dB

Table 2: Building Signal Loss * in Lower Manhattan.

Location 1" Floor
n 18
X 28.76 dB
(j 7.46 dB

Table 3: Building Signal Loss * in Schaumburg, Illinois.

* According to Durante, Inside Building Compared to Outside Building at Same Height or at Window Location.
Note: n= number of points; X= mean of the sample; cr= standard deviation of sample;
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Based on Rice's study, Durante [3] presented a method for measuring building
penetration loss that could be used to make quick radio surveys or detailed and precise
measurements. He found that measurements comparing inside to outside signal levels,
at the same building height, show that a 10 to 25 dB loss existed at all floor measured.
The results of building signal loss in some of the buildings measured are shown in
Tables 1,2 and 3.

Defining building penetration loss following Rice's study provides a factor
that can be directly added to signal levels measured or predicted by any of the well
known propagation prediction models (such as, for example, Okumura) to account for
the fact that the receiver is inside the building.

3.1.2. Factors Determining Building Penetration Loss

3.1.2.1. Frequency

Figure 2: Penetration Loss measured in [2].
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Since Rice's study until the most recent ones, many factors have been found to
influence building loss. The first factor, which was already pointed out by Rice [1], is
the frequency of transmission. This author found that the building losses were
higher at 35 MHz than at 150 MHz - view Figure 1.

In [4], the average penetration loss at ground floor level was found to be
around 14.2, 13.4 and 12.8 dB
respectively at 900, 1800 and 2300
MHz. It should be noted that, as was
reported in Rice's paper, the
penetration losses decreased slightly
as the frequency oftransmission was
increased. This is in contrast to the
well-known fact that path loss
increases with the transmission
frequency. In free-space propagation,
for example, the path loss increases
by 6 dB when the frequency of
transmission is doubled. Therefore, as far as propagation into buildings is concerned,
by increasing the frequency oftransmission, some of the additional path loss can be
compensated by lower building penetration loss values, as it is noted in [5].

The later study in [2], encountered 3.5 dB less penetration loss at 1922 MHz
than 880 MHz. A plot of their study is shown in Figure 2. For the authors, it appeared
- according with the reduction at higher frequencies documented by other authors 
that typical building walls were somewhat frequency selective, and tended to favour
frequencies in the area of 1922 MHz over 880 MHz frequencies. This is
understandable, since a wall can be considered as a dielectric structure containing
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Figure 3: Measured Buildings' Penetration Loss
versus Frequency in [6]. Number of
Buildings measured shown in ( ),
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conducting objects such a structural steel, window casements, etc., and it has been
studied by a number of authors.

An interesting paper is the one due to Davidson and Hill [6], who found that
the penetration losses were nearly the same at 900 MHz and 1500 MHz. A plot of the
measured data as reported in their article along with that reported from several other

sources, [1], [2], [4], [7], [8], is shown
in Figure 3. The standard deviation
reported by Rice, as it was said before,
is approximately 14 dB and 12 dB at 35
MHz and 150 MHz, respectively, while
the standard deviation reported by others
at the higher frequency clusters between
4.1-8.1 dB. Therefore, there is a trend of
decreasing standard deviation versus
frequency; however, the most noticeable
trend is that the standard deviation

'''CiCIO fi' b 2reported in anyone re erence vanes y
dB or less, and Tanis [2] shows the trend
to be increasing.

It is interesting to note from
Figure 3, that the data from Wells [7] does not follow the trend of the curve fit: the
frequency trend goes against all other five sets of measurements. In the non-metallic
single-family-type homes that Wells studied, the important materials are glass, brick
and mortar, dry wall, plywood, wood, and cinder block. In these structures, the
penetration is primarily through windows, walls, and the roof where the loss through
the material is relatively low and goes up as the frequency increases as was described
by other authors, which is consistent with Wells' results.

3.1.2.2. Height

floor

Figure 4: Regression estimate ofBuilding Penetration Loss
as afunction ofFloor Level Height in [5].
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Another factor, documented by several authors, seems to be the height where
the receiver is positioned inside the building. Rice [1] already found the losses to be
appreciably less on higher floors in a
building. He found that the interference
caused by adjacent structures
diminished with increasing height so
that the RF field was commensurately
stronger on the upper floors, and
therefore, the losses were less. In [5],
the rate of change of penetration loss
with height for signals travelling into the
building was about -1.4 dB per floor. A
plot of building loss against floor height
level is plot in Figure 4. It was found,
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Figure 5: Urban Office Building Signal Strength
in [2].
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however, that the penetration loss increased for floor levels higher then the sixth floor,
with a rate of change of 0.4 dB per floor. These anomalies, which have also been
reported in the literature [2], [3] and [7] were attributed to the relative position of base
station, measured and obstructing buildings or other physical structures. This is
known as the shadowing effect of adjacent buildings.

Following with height and shadowing effects, in [2] the data - for one of the
building under analysis - revealed an increase in signal strength of about 1.2 dB/floor
and 2.4 dB /floor up to about the fifth floor for 880 MHz and 1922 MHz respectively.
Above the fifth floor the signal strength began to level off, which is in agreement with
other researchers, [4]. An important effect is pointed out in this paper; analysing an
urban office building, a decrease in signal strength higher up in the building was

found. For the authors, in this case it
appears that surrounding buildings have a
significant effect on the change in signal
strength between floors. Surrounding the
measured office building were many
other buildings that could block or reflect
the signal into the lower floors, but at the

.. 4': -7. higher floors fewer buildings of equalf -711

~ ::: I:::..":101 height surrounded the building under
I I • 7 • II 13 II 171111 luo",,"nl:l••:I7. test. This is probably why the signal

" __ Humber

began to increase after the 20th floor, as it
is plotted in Figure 5.

As a resume, in [9], it is reported
that the loss decreases, in general, at a rate of about 2 dB per floor, although it has
sometimes been observed that at higher levels within buildings the loss increases
again. This effect has been attributed, as it was said before, to the shadowing effect of
adjacent buildings.

3.1.2.3. Building Structure! Internal Layout

Propagation into (and inside) buildings has to some extent a more complex
multipath structure than that of the terrestrial mobile radio channel. This is mainly
because of the building structure, layout of rooms and, most importantly, the type
of construction materials. For example, a factory building is quite different to an
office building both in its structure and the materials used. There are also variations in
the types of materials used in internal partitions, walls to outside and floors as well as
the sizes and percentage of windows. The type of objects inside the buildings, which
may be lossy or good reflectors, also provide an undeterministic situation. In [1], it is
said that an approximate relationship between the architectural characteristics of a
building - e. g., the height of the ceilings or the area of external glass - appeared to
exist in certain cases. Durante in [3] mentioned the type of building construction as an
important effect to take into account in the study of building losses. Large open
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areas with large windows exhibited low building penetration loss, while small areas
with a lot of metal, showed higher than average losses.

Building attenuation for houses, which are metallic, side metallic or wood
constructed, were found to vary from -2 to 24 dB in [7], [11], [12] increasing with
frequency. Related with the type of construction is the interior type of building; this
shall be an important effect in the building loss as it was pointed out in [10]. Results
show that the presence of windows can reduce the average penetration loss by 6 dB,
with a sigma - standard deviation - of 5.2 dB. For the windowed data category,
penetration loss was measured for three combinations of interior types: open, enclosed
and hallways. As an example, open interiors are shown to have 3 dB less penetration
than hallways. Complete results from these measurements will be shown in Section
3.2.2.2, Table 6.

3.1.2.4. Physical Surroundings/ Conditions of Transmission

Another important analysis factor is the physical surroundings, whereas the
wide variations in field intensity can be attributed to its nature. The RF field may
enter the building directly from the transmitting antenna or may be bounced off the
many reflecting surfaces presented by the surrounding buildings. Once inside, the
field encounters a heterogeneous array of objects, such as walls, ceilings, floors,
furniture and equipment of many kinds. Such items present lossy, shielding or
reflecting media to the RF field. In [10], for example, a comparison is done between
penetration losses in urban and suburban environments; the urban building
penetration for three buildings shows an average value of 18.0 dB, while the
penetration loss distribution for suburban buildings has an average value of 13.1 dB.
This comparison indicates that a loss for the urban group that is approximately 5 dB
greater.

Two distinct regions were selected in [14] to measure penetration loss: a
highly built-up area and a medium built-up area. Two different positions ofthe
transmitter were selected for the two regions. In the first case, the average penetration
loss was found to be 15.31 dB and 14.83 dB for each transmitter location, while, in
the second case, the average penetration loss was found to be 21.4 dB and 16.71 dB.
Using this example, it can be introduce a new factor affecting penetration losses, the
position of the transmitter. As it can be noticed from the values before, experiments
in the highly built-up area showed that the building loss is not significantly dependent
on the position of the transmitter. On the contrary, experiments conducted in the other
area gave a significant different penetration loss values. This difference,
approximately 5 dB, was due to the illumination condition of the two locations. In the
first case the main difference between the two transmitter locations was halving of the
height, while there were important changes in the relative position of the transmitter
concerning the measured buildings in the second case.
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3.1.2.5. Other Factors

Some papers study concrete factors related with penetration losses; for
example, in [13], wave penetration loss through a window is characterized as a
function of parameters such as dimension of window area, construction materials of
buildings, direction of incident wave arrival and others. For the authors, the direction
of wave arrival will be an especially dominant effect. Measurements in this
document were made in a ferroconcrete building at 1290 MHz. The loss due to a wave
arriving from the perpendicular direction to the wall surface of the building was used
as the normalizing value. This value was 5.5 dB. It was also found that the excess
penetration loss increases approximately linearly with departure angle from the
perpendicular direction. The room where the receiver was positioned had its
outermost side covered with aluminium framed window and concrete posts that
separated windows. Situations of the windows were varied in four types: an ordinary
state, i. e., all shut, a second type consisting in open them halfway, the third type of
window had frames that were covered alternatively by aluminium sheet and the fourth
one was a continuos shielded windows. The difference between the local mean of a
shielded window and nonshielded window was found to be, on average, 7 dB and up
to 15 dB with aluminium shields.

3.2. Experimental Results

The heterogeneous nature of the environment - both inside and outside the
buildings - has been found to create extensive space variations in the RF field;
accordingly the measurements presented in most of the papers found are statistical. In
the case of the Rice paper [1], for example, the building losses at 35 MHz and 150
MHz tended to follow a log-normal distribution. Variations in signal at the lower
frequency were found to be slightly greater than at the higher. Thus, the standard
deviation of the building losses was found to be about 14 dB at 35 MHz and about 12
dB at 150 MHz.

It will be shown that most of the articles also divide the signal variations into
small-scale and large-scale variations in order to develop statistical models to
characterise the propagation of signals into buildings. In this line, Cox models the
signal statistics inside a building as the combination of a small-scale process
(multipath) superimposed on a large-scale process (shadowing). Results in most of
the documents are essentially the same, with the small-scale signal variations tending
to follow a Rayleigh distribution and large-scale variations following a log-normal
distribution with a standard deviation related to the condition of transmission.

The data rate of a system is an important factor, which determines whether the
statistics of the received signal envelope (narrowband) are of concern or the
dispersion characteristics (wideband), are also required. Result from narrowband and
wideband measurements will be shown in this section. The dominant factor that
determines both the narrowband and the wideband statistics is the type of
environment in which a system is to be set up. Another factor, which should be taken
into account, is system planning. In this framework, when the data rate of a system is
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less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel, the narrowband statistics of the
received signal are ofconcern, while when the data rate is more than the coherence
bandwidth of the channel, the wideband channel response is of concern.

3.2.1. Measurement Systems

Different systems for measuring the penetration of radio waves inside
buildings can be found in the literature. The analysis of different measurement
systems can be divided in two parts: the measurement equipment and the data
processing. Three different measurement systems used in different papers are
analysed in the following sections.

3.2.1.1. Measurement Equipment

In [4], [S], [14], the same kind ofmeasurement system was used to obtain the
measurements. According to the measurement equipment used, the tests were
undertaken using a fixed base station transmitter and a mobile receiver. The signal
transmitted from the base station was received using a purpose-built data logging
system, shown in Figure 6, which was wheeled around the building on a trolley. The
base station consisted of a CW transmitter feeding a collinear antenna, raised clear of
local obstructions; it produced an effective radiated power (ERP) varying between 32
dBm and 38 dBm, depending on the frequency used in the experiment. A vertically
polarised omnidirectional antenna was also used at the mobile, with a ground plane
1.4 m above the floor.

Microcompu,er Memor)'

Distance Transdu.cer

Figure 6: Block Diagram ofData Logging System in [5).

The measurement equipment used in [2], consisted of an equipment cart, RF
receiver front-end, spectrum analyser, and computer as shown in Figure 7. Batteries
and a DCIAC invertor powered the equipment. The spectrum analyser was configured
for each frequency so that it recorded approximately 18S-signal strength
measurements per wavelength.

Bandpau Filter Spt'etrum Analyser Computer

Figure 7: Receiver Configuration in [2).
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The computer also recorded the start and stop times and the sweep time of each trace.
An omnidirectional receiving antenna with a gain of 5 dBi was set to a height of 1.5 m
to simulate the height of a portable phone.

On the other hand, the transmission equipment consisted of two frequency
synthesisers and two power amplifiers, one set for each frequency of this study. CW
signals were transmitted at 50 Watts EIRP by two separate omnidirectional 9 dBi gain
antennas.

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the measurement equipment used to
perfonn the test in [6]. The equipment consisted of a laptop computer, a 900 MHz
and 1500 MHz - the two frequencies used in this study - radio receiver with a 12.5
kHz bandwidth, and analogue-to-digital (AID) converter, and a dipole antenna,
vertically polarised, mounted on a rolling "tea" cart. Coaxial dipole antennas were
specifically constructed for these tests, whose design included two sleeves to decouple
the coaxial cable feeding the antennas.

3.2.1.2. Data Processing

Figure 8: Block Diagram QfMeasurement
Equipment in [6].

Typic.a.1 P.a.th Followed

, ,
" ,, ,, ,Dipole

The data processing in [4], [5] and [14] was done in the following way: each
sample of data collected in a particular room of a building was nonnalised by the
average signal strength within that ;room. The
nonnalised data for each room where then collated
to fonn a data file consisting of fast fading only.
The distribution of this component describes the
small-scale signal variations. The local mean was
estimated by averaging the signal strength over
200 samples symmetrically adjacent to every point
(i.e., the process known as moving average). The
large-scale signal distribution was detennined by
testing the departure (in decibels) of the average
signal strength of each room from the average
signal strength for the whole building.

A post-processing program perfonned the
data processing, consisting in the conversion of the raw measurement data into signal
strength and distance data was made in [2]. The program converted the recorded
binary data to decimal fonn, perfonned a moving average with a window of
approximately lOA, and converted the resulting signal strength data into decibel units.
As in the case before, the moving average was used to eliminate any fast fading
(multipath effects) in the data so that only the slow fading (long-tenn effects) could be
analysed. The lOA window was chosen because indoor slow fading is caused by
obstacles whose size is on this order of magnitude, and because of the relatively short
run distances of approximately 45-55 metres inside the buildings. Based on the start
and stop times recorded during the tests and distance travelled (assuming the velocity
was approximately constant), a distance was assigned to each process data point. The
signal strength values were then adjusted to compensate for the front-end amplifier
and cable losses.
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The data processing in [6] was done as follows: each measurement done was
given a file name before the laptop computer requested the ND to sample the radio
receiver's signal strength indicator (SSI) at the appropriate velocity. At a typical
walking speed of 3 mph, the software would direct the ND converter to sample at
approximately 55 samples per second. Each radio's SSI was calibrated periodically
throughout the testing.

3.2.2. Narrowband Results

The useful statistics, when characterising the narrowband portable channel, are
the penetration loss and spatial and temporal distributions of the received signal.

3.2.2.1. Measurement Sites Description

Cox, [11], [18] measured signal level and signal statistics within steel
buildings, which approximates the worst case for building attenuation. The
description of these buildings is shown in Table 4. Measurements were made in and
around the buildings from nine different positions - of the van used for the
measurements - ranging from 400 feet to 1600 feet far away.

~.!!.~!l!n.g-=l___ __-:--__ Buildin~ ~i1ding3
20 feet by 38 feet of corrugated I21.5 feet by 28 feet covered with 16 feet by 54 feet wooden
steel construction and mounted on a ' aluminium siding. construction. Contains vapor barrier
concrete platform. All the nine windows, except the foil insulation in the walls.
Metal screened doors inside the three largest ones, are metal Two doors in the front with
main metal doors. screened. unscreened windows. Three other
All the windows are metal screened, Interior divided roughly in half of unscreened windows more.
with the exception of three in the the long dimension.
rear. About half filled with equipment.
Inside is a large area, about one-
third filled with equipment.

Table 4: Buildings Description tested in [11].

In [5] four into-building experiments were conducted to assess the effect of
transmission conditions on signals transmitted into buildings. They were conducted in
the University of Liverpool precinct. The complete description of the sites tested is
given in Table 5.

3.2.2.2. Measurement Results

The received signal envelope in [11], [18] was found to be approximately
Rayleigh distributed over most small-scale area about 4-feet square. For the three
buildings tested, building attenuation of the small-scale signal medians ranged from
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-2 to 24 dB relative to the average signal level outside each building. Attenuation
medians ranged from 26 to 32 dB for 4 feet-square areas. The overall median
attenuation for the entire building was 29 dB.

Building Electr. A Electr. B Computer Science Life Science
Number of Floors
Floor Area

Height
Construction and
other Details

7

936 m 2

27m
Steel-framed
Floors 5/6: offices
Floors 3/4: large
laboratories
Floor 2: lecture
rooms
Floors I/ground:
open areas
Floors 2-6: large
windows glass
Ground/floor I :
outside walls all
glass

4

700 m 2

15 m
Steel-framed
Floors 2/3: offices
with research rooms
Floor I: workshops
Ground floor:
workshops and
large laboratories
Large windows

10

280 m 2

33 m
Reinforced concrete
Floors 1-8: offices
and laboratories
Large windows

II

729 m 2

43 m
Reinforced concrete
Floor 9: plant and
common rooms
Floors 3-8: offices
and laboratories
North and South
faces: large
windows

Table 5: Measurement Sites in [5J. [4J. [16J. [17].

Figure 9: Typical Cumulative Distribution
ofthe Small-scale Signal
Variations in [5].
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In these papers a distance dependence of the large-scale signal variations is
established for one of the buildings under measurement. The distance dependence for
the linear least-squares fits to the medians for measurement locations inside the house

was somewhat different for the different floors
of the house. The variation with distance is
d -39 for the first floor, d -3.0 for the second
floor and d -3.2 for the basement. The variation
with distance for the composite set of data
from the entire house was d -3.5. The less rapid
decrease in signal level with distance for the
second floor compared with the first floor is
reasonable because the height of the second
floor results in less attenuation from
intervening houses.

The results from measurements made
in order to compare penetration loss in
different interior types of building [10] are
shown in Table 6. In this table, all interiors
with and without windows for all buildings

and all floors tested in this paper are compared.
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Figure 10: Typical Cumulative distribution
ofthe Large-scale Signal Variations in [5].
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The cumulative distribution of the small-scale variations found in [5], in one
building is plotted, in Figure 9, on Rayleigh graph paper. This is typical of the four
experiments carried out in this paper. In Figure 10, the cumulative distributions of the
large-scale signal variations, in decibels, is plotted on Gaussian graph paper. The
large-scale variations can be
approximately represented by log
normal distribution - the straight line in

the graph - the slope of the distribution
being related to the standard deviation.
The transmission conditions seemed to
have a strong effect on the standard
deviation and also on the departure of
the distribution from log-normal. No
line-of-sight path exists in the situation
represented in Figure 10 and in this
case, the large-scale variations exactly
fit a log-normal distribution with a
standard deviation of approximately 5
dB.

For other experiments, where
there is a partialline-of-sight path, the
large-scale signal variations depart somewhat from the log-normal behaviour and
have higher standard deviations. It must be pointed out that, in this paper, the term
'partialline-of-sight' means that line-of-sight exists only to some parts of the
building. Nevertheless, the results shown before show that, overall, the large-scale
signal variations are adequately modelled by a log-normal distribution.

Windowed/nonwindowed areas=6.0 dB Standard Deviation =5.2 dB
For windowed areas:
where enclosed areas are in conjunction with
hallways Enclosed/Hallways=O dB
For windowed areas:
where enclosed areas are in conjunction with
enclosed areas Open/Enclosed=I.O dB
For windowed areas:
where open areas are in conjunction with hallways
0pen/Hallways=3.l dB

Standard Deviation=6.0 dB

Standard deviation=4.8 dB

Standard Deviation=5.2 dB

Table 6: Penetration Loss Comparison in [10].

The same conclusions were obtained in [4], because the same measurements
were done but using three different frequencies - 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz.
Concluding it can be said that the small-scale variations are Rayleigh distributed and
the large-scale variations are log-normally distributed with a standard deviation
related to the condition of transmission. The standard deviations were found to be
8.09, 7.60 and 7.56 dB for 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz respectively, i.e. the values of
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standard deviation decreased slightly as the carrier frequency increased. Examination
of the results also showed a value for the standard deviation of around 5 dB when no
line-of-sight existed, whereas, for a partialline-of-sight condition, the standard
deviation increased to approximately 8.5 dB.

It is important to remark from [16], that the large-scale signal variation is log
normally distributed with a standard deviation related to the frequency of transmission
and condition of transmission - i.e., no-line-of-sight, partialline-of-sight or complete
line-of-sight path - as it was said before, and according to this paper, to the area of
the floor where the receiver is placed during the measurements. In [17], the results of
the measurements for 441,900 and 1400 MHz, showed that with smaller floor area,
the standard deviation of the large-scale variations is also smaller.

The effect of height within the building on the penetration loss was also
calculated in [5], averaging the penetration losses measured on each floor of the
building being used. The average building penetration loss values on each floor were
plotted before, Figure 4, showing the relationship between the penetration loss and the
height - view Section 3.1.2.2. Using the method ofleast squares, the best regression
lines were fitted to the measured values; this analysis showed the existence of two
different slopes with a turning point around the sixth floor level. The authors tried to
give an explanation for the change in the value of penetration loss regression
coefficient - the rate of change is -1.4 dB per floor up to the sixth floor, while for
higher floor levels, the penetration losses increases again, at a rate of 0.4 dB per floor
- saying that the increase is a function of the relative height of the transmitter and
receiver locations, especially when the separation between them is small.

Figure 11: Isometric Projection Views ofNormalised Mean Signal Levels in [5].

Finally, Figure 11 shows the isometric projection views of the mean signal
levels measured at the different floors in one ofthe buildings tested. Taking into
account the measurement conditions, explained in [5], the plot shows that the signal
levels measured in the building sides which were closer to the transmitter were, in
general, higher than the signal levels at other locations. The differences of mean
signal levels measured at the two opposite sides facing the transmitter are more
significant at the top floors.
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3.2.3. Wideband Results

All the wideband measurements from the documents found were conducted in

the time domain using pulse techniques by which the average power delay profile
response of the channel could be measured. From this, useful statistical parameters
and models can be extracted. Such parameters are root mean square (RMS) time delay
spread, coherence bandwidth, etc. In particular, the RMS time delay spread is an
important parameter that can be used to assess the performance of digital systems.

3.2.3.1. Measurement Sites Description

Time delay spread measurements of 850 MHz radio signals were made over
inside to outside radio paths at two residential locations and an office building in [15].
This means that the transmitter was designated as the 'mobile unit' and was moved to
various locations in the building and the receiver was at locations around the building
being studied. A brief description of the different positions of the receiver respect to
the three buildings under study is given in Table 7 because is important to analyse the
results obtained.

Buildin Residence 1 Residence 2 Office Buildin~

Receiver
Position

1: Courtyard, 8 m from the
unit
2: Courtyard, 31 m from
the unit
3: Courtyard of an adjacent
building, 82 m from the
unit (no-line-of-sight to the
building)

I: Road running parallel to
the front of the house, 46 m
from the house
2: Road running parallel to
the front of the house, 168
m from the house
3: Road running past
houses behind this house,
114 m from the house

1: In front of the driveway
of the building, 69 m away
2: Behind the driveway of
the building, 15 m away
from the rear section

Table 7: Receiver Position respect to the Buildings tested in [15].

3.2.3.2. Measurement Results

The RMS time delay spread of each of the averaged time delay profiles in [15]
was calculated. Since the inverse of the RMS delay spread can be defined as the
correlation bandwidth of the medium, the results may easily interpreted in the
frequency domain as well. Curve 1 in Figure 12 shows the distribution ofRMS delay
spread at Residence 1 when the receiver was in its courtyard. The worst case RMS
delay spread is under 100 ns. Curve 2 in the same plot shows the RMS delay spread
distribution obtained when the receiver was in the next courtyard. The worst case
RMS delay spread is now 422 ns, which shows the big difference between this curve
and the results of Curve 1. It is clear that the absence of a line-of-sight had a major
impact at this location.
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In Figure 13, the results for Residence 2 are shown. In this case, the plot
shows the RMS delay spread distribution for all

~ ==~ Sc"tl't':Jlf~""r)T the receiver locations, with the physical level of
\ the transmitter location as a parameter. The worst..
~ case RMS delay spread is 312 ns and the level on
~ which the transmitter was located did not
L, significantly affect it. The same analysis was done
) for the Office Building and the results are shown

\ '~i in Figure 14. The worst case RMS delay spread is
100 ZB0 31l1l m SIlIl now 312 ns, with both levels of the building giving

comparable values of delay spread.

Figure 12: Cumulative DistributiQns Qj
RQQt Mean Square Time Delay
Spread at the tWQ CQurtyards in [15].
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Figure 13: Cumulative DistributiQns QjRQQt Mean
Square Time Delay Spread jQr the tWQ
FIQQrs Qjthe Building in [15].
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Figure 14: Cumulative DistributiQns QjRQQt
Mean Square Time Delay Spread
jQr the TWQ FIQQrs Qjthe Building
in [15].

In this section the proposed models for propagation into buildings will be
analysed along with the limits that exist to the application of this models.

Most radio propagation models are
derived using a combination of analytical and
empirical methods. The empirical approach is
base on fitting curves or analytical expressions
that recreate a set of measured data. This has
the advantage of implicitly taking into account
all propagation factors, both known and
unknown, through actual field measurements.
Modelling of propagation into buildings
involves the prediction of received signal level
outside the building and the determination of
the building penetration loss.

However, the validity of an empirical
model at transmission frequencies or environments other than those used to derive the

model can only be established by additional
data in the new environment at the required
transmission frequency. For example, it is
important to remember that the validity of
most outdoor propagation models have been
developed for large cells, whereas for personal
communications the suitable cell diameter is
often less than 500 metres. Therefore, those
models can not be fully trusted when used for
the indoor environment without further
investigations. In addition, predicting first the
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signal outside the building of interest and then, from that result, determining the
signals inside the building leads to an inevitable reduction in accuracy. Therefore,
prediction of path loss for radio transmission into buildings may be more accurate if it
has been undertaken directly and not merely as an extension of outdoor propagation
models.

3.3.1. Theoretical Models

3.3.1.1. Analysis ofthe Factors

Barry and Williamson [19], adopted the approach described above to analyse
measurements undertaken in New Zealand at 851 MHz. This is a method to predict
the median signal strength; the median path loss in this study, mp ' is the mean and

median of the log-normal part of the Suzuki distribution when expressed in logarithm
units. The propagation into buildings was modelled considering three variables, which
are often found to be influential in modelling outdoor path loss - base station and
mobile antenna heights, hbrel and hmrel , and path length, d - and four additional

variables which are related to the building layout. These variables were floor area,
At, number of rooms on a floor, N r , angle of illumination of the building relative

to the base station direction, ai' and the presence or otherwise of mirror-glass
windows, g.

Floor area was included because as the floor area increases the signals have to

penetrate further into the building and therefore the median path loss may be higher.
Similarly, as the number ofpartitions on a floor increases so does the obstruction to
signal penetration, which is also likely to increase the median path loss. A quantitative
measure of the number of partitions on a floor is the number of rooms, which is the
reason for the inclusion of this variable. The reflection of radiowaves from sheet glass
depends on the angle ofincidence of the signal, therefore the angle of arrival of the
signal relative to the unshielded side of the building was also included. The definition
of this angle is given in Appendix 1. a i contains information concerning the

environment surrounding the building as well as the direction of illumination. Since
some brands ofmirror glass have thin metal film coatings which may be detrimental
to signal penetration and since this type of glass has been used extensively in the
construction of new buildings, the presence or otherwise ofmirror glass was included
as a categorical variable in the analysis. A '1' for this variable means mirror glass has
been used in the windows and '0', the converse.

This model was tested in [20], using the measurements taken in [4] and [5].
The primary emphasis ofthis study was to examine the model by Barry and
Williamson; the validity of the model was assessed by evaluating the root mean
square error (RMSE) between the predicted and measured path loss values. As will
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be shown, this study tried to improve this model such as reduce its RMSE value to
acceptable levels.

The statistical technique of regression analysis was applied in this paper. A
summary of the main equations of the regression analysis and a brief explanation of
this technique is given in Appendix 1, for a better understanding of the method. The
most challenging task in regression analysis is, however, choosing which of the
possible variables to include in the final regression model.

First the factors affecting propagation into buildings were analysed; the area of
the external windows was expected to be an influential variable, which could affect
the path loss. However, because of the four buildings tested in previous works used to
analyse the model, all had window areas restricted to a fairly narrow range viz. 35 to
40% of the external wall areas, for most of the floors, the authors decided to discard
this variable. This is a difference with the Barry and Williamson model, because it
was shown that the term g appeared in the final equation for the case of LOS floors.

It is known now that the propagation into buildings is highly affected by the
condition oftransmission, i.e., the presence or absence of a line-of-sight path. It was,
therefore, decided to include this as a variable. This factor was subjected to two
different treatments. The first approach was to consider it (S 1) with a value 0 or 1,
depending on whether or not a line-of-sight exists between the transmitter and the
receiver, that is as a qualitative factor. The second approach was to consider the
number of building sides seen by the transmitter on each floor of the building housing
the receiver. In this case, S Q ' would have a value of 0.25 (i.e. 1 divide by 4) when the

transmitter only could see one side, or value of 0.0 or 0.5 when no-line-of-sight
existed or two sides of the building were seen. This variable did not appear in the
model from [19] due to a different treatment of the cases was done.
Some of the other independent variables until a total number of 15 were considered
for the analysis. These were the path length, d, average room area on each floor, a r ,

receiver height, h RX' number of rooms on each floor, N R , the relation between the
number of rooms which contain external windows and the number of rooms with no
windows, R win' the relation between the length and the width of the floor, R" and the

angle of illumination, 'fi.

3.3.1.2. Resulting Models

In [19], the data for LOS (Line-of-Sight) and OBS (Obstructed) floors were
analysed separately.

The model to be fitted to mp' for LOSfloors, was of the form

where Po';]p'''';]? are the parameters of the model to be estimated from the data.

Variables d, hbrel and hmrel have units of metres; Af has units of m 2 xI 03
; ai has
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units of degrees; and N r and g are unitless.

The question of which subset of the variables mentioned above best models
the data was considered. A statistic method was applied, using the Cp statistic where

the subscript p refers to the number of independent variables in the subset model
under study. To have a brief explanation of how the Cp statistic is defined, see the

Appendix 1. The Cp statistic was calculated for all the possible subsets for the full

model given by the equation and the models with smallest Cp and those with

Cp =pwere selected.

After doing this, it was found that relative base station antenna height, relative
mobile antenna height, and floor area are the least significant variables. The exclusion
of this variables does not significantly increase the RMSE and the resulting model has
a Cp =p. The inverse power law for path length is near two, the same as that for the

free-space equation. Combining this information with the relative insensitivity of the
best model fitted to the data to either the base station or mobile antenna heights
suggested that the free-space equation may be a suitable model for m p for S floors,

and it is shown below

(3.2)

where fif is the free-space clutter factor for LOS floors and Lf is the path loss

calculated using the free-space equation given by

Lf =32.44+2010gd+2010gf (3.3)

where d is expressed in km,fis expressed in MHz, and isotropic transmitting and
receiving antennas are assumed.

fif was calculated for each floor and these values were then regressed against

Af , N r , g, and a i . The resulting equation for fif is

fif =17.6 + 3.55Af + 0.387N r + 6.1g - 0.202ai (3.4)

This equation states that fif increases with increasing floor area and increasing

number of rooms and decreases with increasing angle of illumination, i.e. fewer
obstructions. The presence of mirror glass windows increases fif'

The same variables and the same equation to be fit were used in the case of
DES floors. Nevertheless, the analysis produced inconsistent results because of
insufficient randomisation of the data with respect to the regressor variables. Due to
this, only those variables that did not exhibit anomalous results and that were known
to have a significant effect on path loss were included. This analysis only included
path length and relative mobile antenna height.
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The result model was

m p =42.9 + 2.56 x 10 logd - 0.126hmrel (3.5)

The distance dependence was closed to the d 2 relationship predicted by the
free-space equation; due to this, the use of the same free-space based model as that for
LOS floor was proposed, where /ll was given by

/ll =27.5 - 0.14hmrel (3.6)

The model was significant using the F-test at all standard a levels and had an
RMSE of3.9 dB for the case of LOS floors and a value of7.2 dB for the case ofOBS
floors.

The number of predictor variables used in [20] with the regression technique
should not be greater than one quarter of the sample size. Taking into account that it
can be known from [4] and [5], that the sample size was equal to 30, the regression
model should no have more than seven independent variables at anyone time.

In total over 60 models have been considered: some of which failed
completely, while others show a reasonable degree of acceptance. After investigating
the relationships between all the variables, the best of all results was obtained when
three variables were present in the regression equations: the logarithm of the distance,
d, the logarithm of the floor area, A I' and the number of buildings sides seen by the

transmitter on each floor of the building housing the receiver, 8 Q'

The resulting models for the path loss at 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz, were found
to be:

1';,900 = -37.7 + 40.0 10glO d + 17.6log10 AI - 27.58Q

1';,1800 = -27.9 + 40.0 log,o d + 23.3loglO AI - 20.98Q

Yi,2300= -7.9 + 40.0loglO d + 16. 110glO AI - 27.38Q

(3.7)

with the root mean square errors (RMSE's) equal to 2.4, 2.2 and 1.7 dB respectively.
It must be pointed out, taking the results above into account, that different

conditions of signal transmission and reception are more important in detennining the
values of each model coefficient than the variation of the frequency.

3.3.2. Limits to Proposed Models

The model proposed by Barry and Williamson in [19], is a reliable model for
mp , but the variables AI' N r , g and a i included in this model are unavailable from

current terrain databases or from other sources. If these variables were excluded from
the model then /ll would be described by its mean and standard deviation (which is
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equal to the RMSE of the model). The mean and standard deviation calculated from
the data in the case of LOS floors are 18.3
dB and 6.8 dB, respectively. Taking into
the account the values ofRMSE from the
previous section, it can be seen that the
inclusion of variables describing the
floors environment can significantly
reduce the RMSE of the model.

The path loss predicted by the
reduced free-space model for mp together

with the data points, the path loss
predicted by the best-fit inverse power Figure 15: Measured and Predicted Median Path

law (which has an exponent, n, equal to Lossfor LOS Floor in [l9].

2.22), and the path loss predicted by the free-space equation, for LOS floors, is shown
in Figure 15. It can be seen the large scatter of the data about the reduced free-space
model for mp as suggested by the relatively large RMSE for this model.

The RMSE for the model described in equation (3.5) is 7.35 dB, while the
value for the model in equation (3.6) is 7.2 dB. The same values plotted in Figure 15

are now plotted in Figure 16 but for LOS
floors. The figure shows the large
variability ifthe data points about the
regression line as suggested by the large
RMSE for the model.

From the point of view of [20], it is
interested to observe that the Barry and
Williamson model yielded slightly worse

70\----~------~-- values ofRMSE's: 3.9 dB for the line of
0' 02 0 ~,slonC•. ~m5 07 10 sight case and 7.2 dB for the obstructed

path case. Thus, predicting propagation
Figure 16: Measured and Predicted Median Path

Lossfor OBS Floors in [19]. path loss using the models in [20] should
produce more precise results.

The penetration loss for the proposed model, for Williamson model and the
measured values are shown in Figure 17 for 2300 MHz, along with the measured and
predicted signal strength. There is a good agreement between the measured and
predicted values. The same results for analysis carried out for 1800 and 900 MHz can
be found in the same Reference.

It is clear then, from the results of the two articles, that better predictions are
possible in buildings where the features and transmission conditions are well known
because, in that case, particular models can be applied yielding, in consequence,
smaller errors.
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CHAPTER 4

Propagation of Radio Signals within Buildings

4.1. Introduction

Most existing detenninistic models treat the buildings as being opaque at UHF
frequencies. Nevertheless, it has been found that this is not a valid assumption in
some cases, [42] and [21]. In [21], the possibility of transmission through buildings
could produce an over-estimation ofthe shielding provided by a building, which will
result on the possibility of unexpected interfering events occurring. In [42], the field
strength measured behind a building could be seriously underestimated because as
was said above, the models developed to predict the field strength in the shadow of a
building tend to assume the building to be an impenetrable obstacle.

The final objective of this project was to obtain a simple model to predict the
attenuation of radio signals transmitted through buildings, using the literature
available related with this subject. But only three papers, [21], [22] and [42], and a
report [43] were found to be somewhat related to the project. In [42] and [43] the
possibility of transmission through buildings was pointed out. These documents
where therefore taken as the starting point in the search for a model characterising this
behaviour.

On the other hand, in [21] and [22], a theoretical model for transmission
through buildings was presented along with measurements of transmission losses
through buildings. Nevertheless, this model did not seem to offer good results, so that
a different way of modelling the losses was developed. This model will be described
in Chapter 5. This model in fact describes a combination of losses outside and inside
the building. Penetration into buildings has been treated in detail in Chapter 3. In the
following sections, propagation of radio signals totally within buildings will be
described.

Before, a brief explanation of the theoretical and experimental results from
[21] and [22] will be offered. Here, the face of a typical building is considered to be
an impenetrable screen where there is concrete or brickwork with rectangular
apertures representing glass windows. Transmission through a building may be
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modelled by considering the opposite faces as two such screens running parallel to
each other. Haslett [21] and [22] designed a theoretical model to predict the field
strength in the "shadow" oftwo parallel screens each of which contain rectangular
apertures. The model was based on the Fresnel Surface Integral (FSI) which provided
a prediction for the diffracted field in the shadow of a double knife edge system.
Babinet's principle and the principle of independence of orthogonal obstacles are used
to extend this method so that a prediction, exact within the Fresnel Integral
approximation, for the field transmitted through two rectangular apertures may be
obtained.

As an intermediate step to the extension of this procedure to consider two
parallel rectangular apertures, it was first extended to consider diffraction by two
consecutive slits. The system considered along with the relevant parameters is shown
in Figure 1. If only the lower two knife-edges were present, the FSI method would
yield a prediction for the normalised field strength, as a complex quantity, as a
function of a, b, c, h1a , h

Za
and..-1. Thus the normalised field strength may be denoted

as E (a, b, C, h
1a

, hZa ,..-1), and the use of Babinet's principle allowed the field strength

in the shadow of the double slit system to be predicted using the predicted values for
four separate double knife edge systems. Referring to Figure 1, the resultant
normalised field strength Er is given by:

hIb
hI.

hlb

hi.

Figure 1: Double Slit System.

According to this result, the total diffraction loss on systems containing
orthogonal knife-edges was the sum of the losses ofthe two individual systems in
which all knife-edges were in the same sense. This means that two consecutive

rectangular apertures may be modelled
as two orthogonal sets of consecutive
slits.

In order to analyse the
behaviour of this model, the author
carried out some measurements for the
situation where two identical square
apertures were assumed to be exactly
opposite each other in parallel infinite
screens 20 metres apart. The
dimensions of the apertures were taken
as 1200 mm by 1200 mm, and the first

aperture was assumed to be illuminated by a normally incident, uniform plane wave
with wavelengths of 10 mm and 100 mm (free-space frequencies of30 GHz and 3.0
GHz). The predicted field strength is shown in Figure 2 as a function ofthe receiver
position; this figure revealed a strong frequency dependence of the signal strength
which suggested that transmission through buildings at microwave frequencies would
be most significant at higher microwave frequencies.
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Siqnal
Strength
(dDt) -50

Figure 2: Predicted Signal Level Coupled through
Rectangular Apertures in [21].

It must be acknowledged, however, that the internal obstacles such as walls,
partitions, people and furniture will 10

contribute to the strength of the l---=-'O~_....:-5:--_iT- '_o_ ::~~~~::
-10 (metres)

field transmitted through buildings.
Nevertheless, the theoretical model
proposed for Haslett, is not capable
of rigorously analysing propagation
in the presence of such irregular
obstacles.

4.2. Propagation of Radio Signals within Buildings

4.2.1. Definition

The term 'within' must be understood like the situation where both the
transmitter and the receiver are inside the same building. Two different situations can
take place in this situation: transmitter and receiver can be placed on the same floor,
or the transmitter can be on one floor and the receiver on a different one, either above
or below it. As will be shown in next sections, these two situations will cause
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Figure 3: The Impulse Responses jor a Medium-size Office Building.
(a) Line-of-Sight. (b) No Line-of-Sight.

different kind oflosses in the transmitted signal, propagating from the transmitter to
the receiver.

It must be clear, that the indoor radio channel differs from the traditional
mobile radio channel in two aspects - the distances covered are much smaller, and the
variability of the environment is much greater for a much smaller range ofT-R
separation distances.

4.2.2. Factors Affecting Propagation within Buildings

A typical indoor portable radio system consists of a fixed antenna (base)
installed in an elevated position, which communicates with a number of portable
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radios inside the building. Because of reflection, refraction and scattering of radio
waves by structures inside a building, the transmitted signal most often reaches the
receiver by more than one path, resulting in a phenomenon known as multipath
fading. The signal components arriving from indirect paths and the direct path (if it
exists) combine and produce a distorted version of the transmitted signal. In a
narrowband transmission the multipath medium causes fluctuations in the received
signal envelope and phase. In wideband pulse transmission, on the other hand, the
effect is to produce a series of delayed and attenuated pulses (echoes) for each
transmitted pulse. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the channel's responses at two
points in the three-dimensional space are displayed. Both analog and digital
transmissions also suffer from severe attenuation by the intervening structure. Other
unwanted random effects further corrupt the received signal: noise and co-channel
effects.

Multipath fading seriously degrades the performance of communication
systems operating inside buildings. Unfortunately, one can do little to eliminate
multipath disturbances. However, if the multipath medium is well characterised,
transmitter and receiver can be designed to "match" the channel and to reduce effect
of these disturbances. Detailed characterisation of radio propagation is therefore a
major requirement for successful design of indoor communication systems.
Nevertheless, for propagation inside buildings, it is impossible to account for every
interaction as a radio signal propagates through the building, or to model the signal
variation on a wavelength scale. Traditional practice has been to average the signal by
moving the transmitter or the receiver over a spatial area having linear dimensions of
10 to 20 wavelengths (often in a circular path) to remove the rapid variation. The
result has been referred to as the sector average.

It has been observed that propagation within buildings is strongly influenced
by specific features, such as the layout of the building, the construction materials, and
the building type.

4.3. Experimental Results

In the following sections, different examples ofmeasurements ofpropagation
of radio signals within buildings will be shown. Because of the great importance of
the internal layout in the indoor measurements, a brief description of the measured
buildings will be given in most of the cases.

4.3.1. Measurement Systems

In this section, a number of measurement systems, used in indoor propagation
studies will be described.
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4.3.1.1. Measurement Equipment

Figure 4: Block Diagram ofMultipath Measurement System in [25].
(a) Transmitter. (b) Receiver.

(ol
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The measurement system used by Turkmani [4], [5], [14], [16], [17] and [20]
to study propagation within buildings was described in Chapter 3.

The measurement system used by Rappaport in most of his studies for
propagation indoor was the one described in [24], and it is shown in Figure 4. With
this apparatus, the channel impulse response in the time domain is measured by
repetitively transmitting a IOns pulse and receiving on a digital storage oscilloscope
the attenuated, distorted, and delayed versions of the pulse. The measurement
equipment consists of a periodic pulse-modulated transmitter with average output

power of 14 dBm (at 500
ns repetition period)
followed by an adjustable
RF attenuator. The
receiver consists of a low
noise amplifier followed
by a square law envelope
detector and a 350 MHz
digital storage
oscilloscope. A directional
coupler permits continuous
wave (CW) envelope
measurements to be made
simultaneously with a
modified communications
receiver. Measurements
were recorded by
digitising the oscilloscope
display and recording the
display on flexible disk.
For each measurement, the
transmitter power,

attenuator setting and
pulse repetition period
were recorded for

determining power delivered to the antenna. The transmitter power and oscilloscope
vertical scale setting was adjusted so that largest multipaths had near full-scale display
deflection. The impulse response measurements had a limited (= 25 dB) dynamic
range due to the linear display scale of the oscilloscope. The receiver can
instantaneously measure signals between 0 and -91 dBm over a 15 kHz bandwidth.

The experimental system used in [26] consisted of transmitter equipment
mounted on a trolley, which could be moved around a building and a stationary
receiver apparatus. The transmitter antenna was a quarter wave monopole with ground
plane at a height of 1.5 metres. Two antennas were available, each one used for
measurements at the two different frequencies in this study. The transmitter source at
both frequencies was a network analyser connected by coaxial cable to the antenna.
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Transmissions were continuous wave and power meter was used tom verify the exact
transmitted power.

At the receiver, a technique similar to those described by Patsiokas [27] was
used to obtain an average field strength measurement at a given transmitter site. The
receive antenna, again a quarter wave monopole with ground plane, was mounted on a
nylon rod arm, which was rotated through 360 degrees by a motor during each
measurement run. A spectrum analyser was used as a narrowband receiver and power
meter.

Details ofthe experimental setup to measure the impulse response of the radio
propagation channel inside buildings used by Devasirvatham in his studies are shown
in [28]. Briefly, a 40 Mbit/s maximal length pseudonoise code generated by a lO-bit
feedback shift register was broadcast by a biphase-modulated transmitter. It suffered
time smear due to the propagation environment and is then correlated with the
identical code (running 4 kbit/s slower) at the receiver. The receiver output thereby
traced the power delay profile of the received signal.

The transmitter and receiver antennas were both sleeve dipoles mounted about
1.8 m above the floor. The transmitter power was +26 dBm into the antenna. The
highest signal-peak/noise-floor ratio at the receiver output was determined by the
correlation noise level of the pseudonoise code, and was better than 40 dB. In a few
cases the ratio dropped to about 10 dB in areas of heavy attenuation of the received
signal, being limited by the front-end noise of the receiver.

4.3.1.2. Data processing

-1 090L...:.2:----:3~2.L,2,------=3-"1i.-=2---=3-+6 •..,,.2-""':;B="".'::"2-~,..".lO. 2
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Figure 5: An example oftypical 914 MHz CW signal
fading in [25].
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Depending on the kind of study, the data processing was done in different
ways. As an example, the one in [25], will be explained. In Figure 5, a typical
measurement run when the receiver was moved along a 12 m track in an aisle of the
retail store is shown. The abscissa
represents the T-R separation, which
only changes by 10 m along the 12 m
measurement run since the receiver was
not moved radially away from the
transmitter. The median signal strength
over a distance of20A (6.56 m) was
computed at 20A intervals for each
measurement run and is considered a
discrete measurement location for the
development of path loss models and
contour plots. A 20A distance was chosen
so that the fast-fading of the envelope
caused by multipath would not influence
the large-scale path loss for a given
measurement track. Median signal strengths were converted to absolute path loss by
subtracting the median received signal strengths from the +29.0 dBm transmitter
power.
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In order to process the data in [27], the received signal was sampled under
computer control at rates of either 40 or 360 samples per revolution. Generally 360
samples were taken to retain maximum fade depth information but at longer ranges 40
samples were used to allow a lower receiver noise floor. Signal tracking was used
between individual samples to allow for any small frequency drifts, either of the
network or spectrum analyser. Using 40 samples per minute a dynamic range of
greater than 130 dB was available from the apparatus.

In data processing in Devasirvatham [28], the receiver's output was digitised
at an effective rate of 1 ns per point. 2048 points representing at time interval of 2048
ns of the power-delay profile were digitised and store for each measurement, after
verifying that there was no signal at greater time delays. For a given sample, either the
transmitter or the receiver was designated as the 'mobile unit' and was moved through
equally spaced points along the perimeter of a 1.2 m square, and a measurement as
defined above was made at each point. The eight measurements were then power
averaged at each time point. The averaged power-delay profiles were obtained for
many different transmitter-receiver location pairs. Subsequently, averaged data up to
1800 ns after the first arrival of the signal were used for analysis, again after verifying
that there was no signal beyond this point. The rest of the 2048 ns of data were used
to estimate the noise floor of the signal.

4.3.2. Factors affecting Measurements

It is important as was said in Section 4.2.1, to distinguish two different
situations occurring in indoor propagation. The first one is the situation where both
the transmitter and the receiver are placed on the same floor. The second one is the
situation where the transmitter and the receiver are on different floors. According to
this, Rappaport [29] made a different treatment with losses in both situations, which
are called in this study partition losses. This was done because it is known that
buildings have a wide variety ofpartitions and obstacles, which form their internal
and external structure.

4.3.2.1. Partition Losses on the Same Floor

For partition losses on the same floor, the author made a classification for
different types ofpartitions: hard partitions that were formed as part of the building
structure and soft partitions that might be moved and which did not span to the
ceiling. Partitions vary widely in their physical and electrical characteristics, making
it difficult to apply general models to specific indoor installations. Nevertheless,
extensive databases of losses for a great number of partitions have been formed, as
will be shown in Section 4.3.3.

Some general results ofthis situation are presented now. Patsiokas [27]
measured the propagation loss at 150, 450 and 850 MHz. The measurements reported
were made in an office building in Florida. The office walls were vinyl covered sheet
rock and the floors were concrete with vinyl tile or carpet squares. A corrugated steel
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structure was providing floor support. The building had drop ceilings with pin
perforated fire rated ceilings tiles. Additional office partitions were built from steel
and cloth. A careful inspection of the data revealed that on the average the signals
attenuated at a constant rate up to certain distance where the slope changed and the
attenuation rate decreased. As the multipath increases with frequency this 'corner' in
the slope occurred at shorter distances. Specifically, 150 MHz radio signals attenuated
at a rate of0.45 dB per foot up to distance of 150 feet and then the rate changed to
0.22 dB/ft. The corresponding numbers for 450 MHz were 0.38 dB/ft up to
approximately 130 feet after which the attenuation factor became 0.24 dB/ft.
Similarly, 850 MHz signals attenuated at about 0.42 dB/ft up to 70 feet and then the
range changed to 0.27 dB/ft. This phenomenon was attribute to direct wave
contributions becoming negligible after a certain distance and signal propagation
occurred mainly through reflections from the walls.

4.3.2.2. Partition Losses between Floors

Partition losses between floors of a building seem to be determined by the
external structure of the building - materials and dimensions - as well as the type of
construction used to create the floors and the external surroundings. Even the number
of windows in a building and the presence of tinting which attenuates radio energy,
can impact the loss between floors. Anyway, after about five or six floor separations,
very little additional path loss is experienced. The Floor Attenuation Factor (FAF)
is used to characterise the attenuation due to the transmitter and receiver is placed on
different floors in the same building. In Table 1, different values of total FAF in dB
measured in three different buildings are shown. It can be seen from this table, for the
three buildings, that the attenuation between one floor of the building is greater that
the incremental attenuation caused by each additional floor.

Building 915 MHz o (dB) Number of 1900 MHz o (dB) Number
FAF(dB) Locations FAF (dB) of

Locations
Walnut Creek
One Floor 33.6 3.2 25 31.3 4.6 110
Two Floors 44.0 4.8 39 38.5 4.0 29
SF PacBell
One Floor 13.2 9.2 16 26.2 10.5 21
Two Floors 18.1 8.0 10 33.4 9.9 21
Three Floors 24.0 5.6 10 35.2 5.9 20
Four Floors 27.0 6.8 10 38.4 3.4 20
Five Floors 27.1 6.3 10 46.4 3.9 17
San Ramon
One Floor 29.1 5.8 93 35.4 6.4 14
Two Floors 36.6 6.0 81 35.6 5.9 41
Three Floors 39.6 6.0 70 35.2 3.9 27

Table 1: Total Floor Allenuation Factor and Standard Deviation (O'(dB)) for three Buildings.
(Each point represents the average path loss over a lOA. measurement track)
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The attenuation factor for all frequencies in [27], when the transmitter and
receiver were separated by one floor, was found to be approximately 0.3 dB/ft. Radio
wave propagation inside buildings as it was said in previous sections, experiences

severe multipath fading, specially at UHF.
From this study, fades oflO-15 dB occurred
at VHF while their dynamic rage at 450 and
850 MHz could be as large as 40 dB.

The floor mean signal levels were
calculated in [4], and the values plotted in a
graph, which shows the gradient of their
variation from floor to floor. The results for
2300 MHz are shown in Figure 6. Two
different slopes, examining the graphs for the
three frequencies under study, were found,
and according to the authors these result

might be attributed to the relatively different positions of base station and obstructions
around the lower and upper floors. Values of6.5, 6.1 and 6.7 dB per floor were found
at 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz, when considering floors below that on which the
transmitter was located and, similarly, -10.5, -lOA and-lO.8 dB per floor, when
considering the measurements conducted on floors above the transmission location.
The global average rate of change of the mean signal level calculated was 8.5 dB per
floor.

4.3.3. Narrowband Results

In this section, some statistics from the path loss measurements and the spatial
and temporal distributions ojthe received signal will be studied.

4.3.3.1. Measurement Sites Description

The description of the measurement sites tested in [4] and [5], is given in
Table 5 in Chapter 3.

Measurements at 900 were carried out in [41] in four different sites, which are
described in Table 2. The measurements were done in order to design a model for
propagation losses in buildings, which shall be described in following sections.

Building Description
Science/Engineering Floors are in reinforced concrete, 18-25 metres wide,

supported by concrete beams, and held by concrete
pillars. Internal walls are made of lightweight
concrete and material about 15.cni thick, as also the
external walls, except that approximately half the
external wall surface is covered bv windows.

Table 2: Building Description in [41].
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4.3.3.2. Measurement Results
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Figure 7: Typical Cumulative Distribution
of Small-scale Variations in [5].

In the "within-building" measurements carried out in [4] at 900, 1800 and
2300 MHz, the small-scale signal variations at the three frequencies were found to be
very closely represented by a Rayleigh distribution and overall, the transmission
conditions hardly affected this distribution. Although the results suggested that the
large-scale signal variations could also be modelled by a log-normal distribution, like
in the case described for penetration into buildings, the standard deviation values were
high: 16.0 dB, 16.5 dB and 17.8 dB 99.99

respectively for 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz. ~. '900

The values were high, mainly because the i 9000

mean signal strength on the floor where the ~ sooo

transmitter was situated was very high, while ~ 2000

the mean signal levels on floors further away i 1000

from the transmitter were much lower. i 500
~Results for 1800 MHz are shown in Figures

7 and 8 from [5].
A particular experiment was also

done in [4] in order to compare the
dependence of the median signal level on the
position of the transmitter inside the same
building. When the transmitter was placed in
a large room, which occupies the centre of
the building between the 5th and the 6th floor, the median signal level increased by
about 15 dB compared with the value measured when the transmitter was in the foyer.
When the transmitter was located in a very large room, with a large window area, near
the centre of the building, the median was 7.5 dB higher than when was located in a
small room, with no windows, in the centre ofthe same floor.
~ In this paper three propagation.g
'D 100 situations were described by the terms
i( 90
11 80 transmission, reflection and diffraction.
~ ~g According to the authors, transmission
~ ~g would refer to the propagation losses due to
l 30 obstacles; diffraction would refer to_ 20

~ ,~ propagation around comers or adjacent
-100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 corridors; and reflection to the signal gain,

nvcn siol1(ll. dBm
which could be experienced when

Figure 8: Comparison ofthe Cumulative
Distribution Function ofLarge-scale transmission and reflection are taking place
Signal Variations for Different in the same room or corridor, for instance.
Transmitter Locations in [5]. It is important to remark that all the results

shown from this paper are given for measured signal levels relative to free-space.
These results are shown in Figure 9.

From this figure is clear that the transmission phenomenon is illustrated in
rooms 1 and 2, and in corridors A, Band C. The negative levels, according with it
was said before, indicate losses higher than in free-space. The level of these losses
was smaller in room 1 and in corridors A and B, and it should be noticed that, in these
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Figure 9: Signal Attenuation Experiment in [41].
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cases, the distance between the transmitter and receiver was shorter and the line
joining the two antennas, crossed fewer obstacles.

The losses expected in
corridors D and F and in room 4
should be higher than those in room
2, because the number of obstacles
along the line joining the
transmitter and receiver is more
important. This is not the case,
since the signal transmitted along
the main corridor was diffracted
toward these locations.

It was noticeable that the
measurements taken in direct line-of-sight in the main corridor, were the only ones to
show signal strength readings higher than in free-space. This was due to the reflection
condition, which was considered present when the geometry of locations associated to
a 1ine-of-sight propagation favoured a wave cana1isation effect. The reflection then
represented a gain relative to free-space attenuation.

The attenuation as a function of the number of floors was also measured.
Typical attenuation values were 22 dB for one floor and additional 16 dB (38 dB) for
a second floor, and an additional 10 dB (48 dB) for a third floor. Other experiments
carried out in this paper were not considered of interest.

4.3.4. Wideband Results

Like in the case described in Chapter 3, measurements of the average power
delay profile response of the (indoor) channel shall be shown. From this, useful
statistical parameters, such as root mean square (RMS) time delay spread, coherence
bandwidth, etc., can be extracted.

4.3.4.1. Measurement Sites Description

As a resume of all the papers written by Devasirvatham about this subject,
[32] shows time delay spread measurements made at 850 MHz, 1.7 GHz and 4 GHz
inside two dissimilar office buildings. A description of the two buildings tested in
this study is given is Table 3.

OFCINCO Buildin OFC/NST Buildin
Four-floor L-shaped structure measuring 121x75 m in

plan, with reinforced concrete floors. The metallisated
glass outer walls are shaded with venetian blinds. All
measurements were done on the top floor.

Rectangular two-level structure measuring 104x47 m in
plan. Concrete floors have raised false floors.
Aluminium panel fa~ade with large metallisated glass
windows, with metallic venetian blinds. All the
measurements were made on the second floor.

Table 3: Buildings Description tested in [32].
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The same author in [34], carried out measurements at four different
frequencies - 850 MHz, 1.9 GHz, 4.0 GHz and 5.8 GHz -, in a commercial
building. Table 4 gives the description of the commercial building used in this
experiment.

OFC/NYX Building
Rectangular masonry structurel approximately 160ftx350ft ~Rlan:Jhe
first floor is the trading floor, It is subdivided in {our tradi?gar~as;iirhe

Main Room is a large haIll40ftx115ft with a :ZHeet high (;~i~fng,';"ith

masonry walls, which are several feet thick.n~. wester";!ind eastern·
outer walls have large glass windows with Y. inch (-1 cm) metal mesh.
The Garage is a large hall I06ftx+p~~~th a 33 feet high ceiling. Sheet
rock walls with arched openingssep~lite the Blue Roomand Expanded
Room.

Table 4: Building Description tested in [34).

Time delay spread measurements were done at 910 MHz in [33] on
manufacturing floors. The description of five different areas tested in this paper, is
given in Table 5.

Area A Area B Area C Area D Area E
Typical electronic
shop having circuit
board design
equipment,
soldering and chip
mounting stations.

Test equipment and
storage areas for
common electronic
equipment,
partitioned by
metallic screens.

Grinding machines,
huge ovens,
transformers and
other heavy
machinery.

Car assembly line
'jungle' comprising
all kinds of welding
and body shop
equipment.

Vast open area used
for final inspection
of the new cars
coming out of the
assembly line.

Table 5: Buildings Description tested in [33].

RMS delay spread - and received power - results are presented in [40] for
measurements at 2 GHz, 5 GHz and 17 GHz covering a wide variety of typical indoor
scenarios including line-of-sight transmission within a room, obstructed transmission
within a room and transmission through rooms. The description of the building tested
is shown in Table 6.

Building Room A Room B
Seven-storey tower block with a
steel-framed reinforced concrete
construction, exterior curtain
walling, block interior walls and
concrete floors. The 6th floor is
divided into a number of offices of
various sizes and a large open plan
office/CAD laboratory. A single
corridor interconnects all these
rooms.

Medium size office on the 6th floor.
The furniture in this office
comprises several desks, wooden
bookshelves and a single metal
filing cabinet located towards the
centre of the room.

Large CAD laboratory on the 6thg
floor. Contains desks, tables,
computer workstations, hardboard
partitions, several metal filing
cabinets and a large set of metal
bookshelves.

Table 6: Building Description in [40).
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4.3.4.2. Measurement Results
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Figure 10: Cumulative DistributiQns QfRMS
Time Delay Spread in Building
DEC/NCO in [32].
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The cumulative distributions ofRMS time delay spread measured inside the
OFCINCO building tested in [32], is shown in Figure 10. The maximum RMS delay
spread measured inside this building at 850 MHz was 270 ns, 150 ns at 1.7 GHz and

130 ns at 4.0 GHz. The value at 850 MHz
was found at a location where it appeared
that echoes from outside the building were
visible at 850 MHz, but not at the other two
frequencies.

The RMS delay spread did not
exceed 100 ns at any frequency in the OFC
/NST building, and the three distributions
at each site were quite similar. These values
seemed to be due to the relatively open
construction and low absorption of the
interior walls of this building, coupled with

Figure 11: Cumulative DistributiQns QfRMS Time
Delay Spread in Building OECINYX in
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the strongly attenuating exterior walls.
As can be noticed in Figure 11 from [34], for measurements at all locations

measured inside the building, the cumulative distributions ofRMS delay spread at the
four frequencies were very similar. The maximum RMS delay spread was found to be
120 ns and was virtually the same at all the frequencies, and was measured in the
trade floor.

Results for cumulative distributions of multipath delay spread for all the areas
tested in [33] are plotted in Figure 12. As is shown in this figure, Area A had a
median of 15.29 ns and a maximum delay
spread of about 40 ns. Area B showed
higher values of the median and the
maximum delay spread. This seemed to be
due to most of the time the direct line-of
sight was obstructed by some objects,
resulting in a receiver signal composed of
several reflections. Areas C and D had
numerous machinery in a small area, which
resulted in higher values for the multipath
delay spread. Area E had a very few
metallic structures, and thus a lower
value ofmultipath delay spread.
According to the measurements, the
average value of the delay spread was dependent on the availability of a 'direct' line
of-sight between the transmitter and the receiver. The authors compared their
measurements with others carried out in a different kind of environments, like
residential areas and research laboratories. The values obtained in this study were
found to be smaller than in these other cases due to, according to the authors, an easier
availability of unobstructed 'direct' paths on manufacturing floors.
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Figure 12: Cumulative Distributions ofMultipath
Delay Spread for all Areas in [33].

Medians:
A: 15.29 ns
B: 31.62 ns
c: 48.90 ns
D: 52.57 liS

E: 19.37 ns

The results for the two rooms tested in the building under study in [40] at the
three frequencies, although the only
interesting frequency in this study was 2
GHz, are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Analysing the figures, a significant
increase of delay spread between the three
frequencies was found for all the
measurements,. The figures also showed
that the RMS delay was larger in Room B
than in Room A. The effect of obstruction
of the direct path caused by different types
of furniture is shown in Figure 14 (b). It
was found that obstructions produced a
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Figure 13: Cumulative Distribution ofRMS
Delay Spread for LOS measurements
within Room A in [40].
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significant increase in RMS delay spread, as it
can be seen comparing the results in graphs
plotted in Figure 14. The metal filing cabinets
and bookshelves in particular caused a
significant increase when blocking the direct
path.

A correlation study was also carried out
in this paper for the RMS delay spread and the
distance between the transmit and receive
antennas for measurements where the
transmitter and receiver were located within the
same room. Low values of correlation
coefficient clearly indicated that the measured RMS delay spread was generally
independent of the distance between the transmitter and receiver.

4.4. Theoretical Results

4.4.1. Theoretical Models

Most of the theoretical models are derived, as it was shown in Chapter 3 for
penetration of radio signals into buildings, from the experimental results. The interest
of this project was in proposed models to characterise the path loss inside the
buildings, so models trying to characterise the indoor radio channel will not presented.

Two different types of attempt to characterise the path loss were found:
deterministic models and ray-tracing models. Some examples of both of them will be
shown in the following sections.
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Figure 14: Cumulative Distribution ofRMS Delay Spread for
measurements within Room B in [40]. (aJ LOS. (b) OBS.

4.4.1.1. Deterministic Models

4.4.1.1.1. Analysis of the Factors

In the same way that was done for penetration into buildings - view Section 3.3.1 in
Chapter 3 -, Turkmani [20] modelled the propagation of radio signals within
buildings at 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz. The results were based in the model proposed
by Motley and Keenan and will be shown in following sections. The independent
variables for the modelling of the within buildings measurements were: the path
length, d, area of the floor, Af' room area, a R , number of rooms, N R , on each floor,

and the receiver height, hRX •

Other variables were found to affect propagation within buildings in this
study; these were: k floors was the number of floors separating transmitter and receiver;

Swin' called sight, representing the amount of signal leaving and returning to the

building, complemented with some considerations on the ability of the signal to
propagate on the floor where the transmitter was located; GG!l represented the

tendency exhibited by the signals to be higher on the first two floors of a building.
According to different conditions, SWin had different values: for rooms located on the

same of the building where the transmitter was located, Swin was given the value 1; for

rooms located on the lateral sides (i.e., the sides perpendicular to the side where the
transmitter was located), SWin was given the value of 0.5. SWin was made equal to 0.25

for the rooms located on the side of the building opposite to where the transmitter was
located; for internal rooms where no windows existed to outside, Swin was considered

equal to O. Additionally, in areas, rooms, and corridors close to the room housing the
transmitter (i.e., the transmitter and receiver were on the same floor), and where the
barriers between the transmitter and receiver included only wooden doors, the
variable sight was made equal to 1,0.5,0.25 depending on the proximity and number
of comers which had to be turned in the free path joining the transmitter and receiver.
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For rooms located in front of the room housing the transmitter, Swill was considered

equal to 1. Ifthere were one comer (or two) in the corridor joining the transmitting
and receiving rooms, Swill was made equal to 0.5 (0.25). Swill was considered equal to

ofor any other condition. CCII was made equal to one on the first two floors of the

building and equal to 0 on any other floor.
An indoor propagation model taking into account the effect of building type

along with the variations caused by obstacles was proposed for Seidel and Rappaport,
[25]. The meaning of the mean path loss exponent, n, will be depend on which model
is used; n, can indicate how fast loss increases with distance or, can be a function of
the number of floors between the transmitter and the receiver.

In order to consider that there are often obstructions between the transmitter
and receiver even when the terminals are on the same floor, two parameters more are
introduced in this study: the attenuation factor for soft partitions and the attenuation
factor for concrete walls. Besides, p will represent the number of soft partitions and q
the number of concrete walls between the transmitter and the receiver.

Measurements from [41] were presented in previous sections. In this paper,
the model described tries to associate the propagation losses with three different
propagation situations, transmission, diffraction and reflection.

In the case of the transmission phenomenon two different situations were
observed: losses through walls and losses through floors. The number of walls
between the transmitter and the receiver, n, and the number of floors separating them,
p, are used as parameters in this study.

The effect of diffraction will be characterised by a "geometric diffraction"
parameter, h, which definition can be found in Appendix 2.

4.4.1.1.2. Resulting Models

Alexander [35] made one of the first approaching to a path loss model for a
frequency of900 MHz. From his measurements derived the following
distance/power law:

s(dB) = -m 10g(D) (4.2)

where s(dB) is the mean-room signal strength, m is the gradient and D is the distance
from the source in metres. The gradient, m, was dependent on the building
construction characteristics, so the use ofthis law is more valuable if the gradient can
be derived for each building construction type. The distance/power law was found to
be consistent with the attenuation expected of the building construction material
tested.

In [36], Alexander's model tried to be an improvement by taking into account
other factors playing a role in propagation totally inside buildings. The resulting
model was,

PathLoss = L(v) + 10n 10gIO d + /if + pw
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where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver in metres, n is the signal
decay rate, L(v) is the mean of a log-normal distribution with variance v, which
needs to be characterised for different buildings, lis the attenuation per floor, k is
the number of floors traversed, w is the attenuation per wall and p is the number of
walls traversed.

Equation (4.3) can be modified to be adapted at each concrete situation. If
transmitter and receiver are both on the same floor, for example, the factor Iifmust be
rejected. Results at the frequencies tested in this study - 850 and 1700 MHz - for
path loss using any correction factor, using floor correction factor and using both floor
factor and wall correction factor are shown in Tables 7-9.

... -J

864 MHz
1728 MHz

Path loss at
1m
27.5 dB
32dB

Slope

-3.6
-3.9

Mean square
error (dB)
144
ISS

Frequency

864 MHz
1728 MHz

Table 7: Results without correctionjactor.

Path loss at 1m Slope

15.5 dB -3.6
ISdB -3.9

Mean square
error (dB)
14
21

Table 8: Results with best floor jactor correction.

Frequency

864 MHz
1728 MHz

Path loss at 1m Slope Mean square
-:-- ----.!!:!'or (dBL.

3 I.5 dB -2 9
3SdB -2 17.5

Table 9: Results with floor jactor and wall jactor correction.

Also the slope (n) and the mean square error in dB is shown in these tables for
all the cases. As can be seen the mean square error has reduced from that when using
no correction factors or only floor factors. Also the 1m path loss was the value
predicted for free-space propagation at both frequencies.

The same kind of analysis done in Chapter 3 for [20], was carried out for the
within-building models and the resulting models for path loss within multistory
buildings were:

Yromm.900 = 18.8 + 39.0 10glO d + 5.6kfloors -13.0Swin -11.0GG/ , - 0.024Af

Yromm.l800 = 24.5 + 33.8log1o d + 4.0kfloors -16.6Swin - 9.8GG/ , - 0.017 Af (4.4)

Yromm.2300 = 21.6 + 39.1loglo d + 3.8kfloors -17.8Swin - 8.8GG/ 1 - 0.014Af

where the RMSE values determined were 11.6 dB for 900 MHz, 10.9 dB for 1800
MHz and 12.4 dB for 2300 MHz. The equations contained only the variables that had
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mostly contributed to the path loss. According to the results found, the signal
attenuated quite rapidly inside the buildings tested, and according to the regression
analysis, the best-fit regression line had a path loss attenuation factor, n equal to 5.3,
5.5 and 6.0 for 900, 1800 and 2300 MHz, respectively.

In multi floor environments, Seidel and Rappaport proposed a model that uses
an n factor, which is a function of the number of floors between the transmitter and
the receiver. The model was, as follows:

PL(d) [dB ] =PL(do)[dB] + 1On(multifloor) 10glO(~)
do

where PL was mean path loss, do is a reference distance - usually 0.3 or 1m - and d

is the transmitter-receiver separation distance.

FAF(dB) a(dB) Number of
Locations

Office Building 1:
Through I floor 12.9 7.0 52
Through 2 floors 18.7 2.8 9
Through 3 1100rs 24.4 1.7 9
Through 4 1100rs 27.0 1.5 9

Office Building 2:
Through I floor 16.2 2.9 21
Through 2 floors 27.5 5.4 21
Through 3 1100rs 31.6 7.2 21

Table 10: Average Floor Attenuation Factor, Standard Deviation and Number of
Locations used to Compute the Statistics in two Office Buildings in [25].

An alternative model was presented by using a constant Floor Attenuation
Factor (in decibels), which was a function of the number of floors between the
transmitter and the receiver and building type, along with an n factor - called same

floor exponent - which indicates how fast path loss increases with distance,

PL(d)[dB] =PL(do)[dB] + 1On(samefloor) 10glO(!!.-) + FAF(dB) (4.6)
do

Some values of the FAF are shown in Table 10 and n (multifloor) values are
shown in Table 11 from measurements done at 914 MHz in [25]. In Appendix 2 can
be found some considerations about this model.

Measurements to take into account the effect ofobstructions between the
transmitter and the receiver when both were placed on the same floor, led to a
different model. These measurements were done in locations where soft partitions and
concrete walls were the only obstructions between transmitter and receiver. The
model assumed path loss increased with distance as in free-space, so long as there
were no obstructions between the transmitter and the receiver; then, the attenuation
factors for each soft partition and concrete wall that lied directly between the
transmitter and the receiver will be included.
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The model, called Soft Partition and Concrete Wall Attenuation Factor
Model, was then:

PL(dB) = 20.0 x log (4JlI1) + P x AF(SF)[dB] + q x AF(CW)[dB] (4.7)
10 A

When all path loss measurements in soft partitioned environments were
considered, the AF is 3.9 dB for each soft partitioned and 2.38 dB for each concrete
wall between the transmitter and receiver. When each soft partitioned environment
was separately, the attenuation factors ranged from 0.92 to 1.57 dB for each soft
partition and from 1.99 to 2.45 dB for each concrete wall.

n a(dB) Number of
Locations

All Buildings:
All Locations 3.14 16.3 634
Same Floor 2.76 12.9 501
Through I Floor 4.19 5.1 73
Through 2 Floors 5.04 6.5 30
Through 3 Floors 5.22 6.7 30
Grocery Store 1.81 5.2 89
Retail Store 2.18 8.7 137

Office Building 1:
Entire Building 3.54 12.8 320
Same Floor 3.27 11.2 238
West Wing 5th Floor 2.68 8.1 104
Central Wing 5th Floor 4.01 4.3 118
West Wing 4th Floor 3.18 4.4 120

Office Building 2:
Entire Building 4.33 13.3 100
Same Floor 3.25 5.2 37

Table 11: Mean Path Loss Exponent and Standard Deviation from [25].

Model developed in [41] tries to associate the measured losses to simple
algebraic relationships of the type y =a + b 10glO x fore each of the different

propagation situations described in 4.4.1.1.1. For the losses through walls, the
observation of the regression lines of this type, showed that the coefficient b of the
algorithm kept about the same value, while the constant a decreased as the number
walls increased. The resulting equation for the losses in excess of free-space losses
was,

LOB = 3.7 -1.5n-10.7log lO (d) (4.8)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver in metres and n is the
number of walls in the transmission path.

From the measurements, a correction of the equation was necessary. Ifthe
distance form the transmitter and the first wall is considered as a parameter d' , it was
found that when this distance became larger than 4 m, there was a change in the slope,
which led to modify equation (4.8),
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{
0 d' < 4m

+ 7 8 15 31 (d' ) d' >_ 4m- . + . oglO
(4.9)

Transmission losses through floors could be described by the following equation,

LOBfinat = LOBiniciat -27.5 -41.7loglO P (4.10)

where p is the number of floors.
The effect of reflection was observed in corridors and in large rooms when

there was no obstruction between antennas. The case of corridor without any
obstruction had an associated gain, which was described by the following equation,

GRM =0.2 + 1.8log lO (d) (4.11 )

The effect of diffraction, when presented in locations adjacent to zones of
strong power level - such as corridors, where a transmission antenna was located for

some measurements - would tend to generate in these locations signal levels higher
than would be predicted by simple transmission. The predicted equation, for
measurements taken in lateral corridors located more than 30 m from the transmitter
antenna, representing the predicted attenuation value in excess of free-space was
given by,

LOB = -5.6 -12log lO (h + 1) d >30m (4.12)

where h is a 'geometric diffraction' parameter - view Appendix 2.

4.4.1.2. Ray-Tracing Models

Two ray-tracing models will be presented in this section. One ofthem, was
based on a building blueprint representation for a transmitter and a receiver located on
the same floor inside a building, while the other one was a three-dimension model to
predict the path loss of UHF radio propagation through floors in a multifloored
building.

4.4.1.2.1. Analysis of the Factors

The first ofthe models, [38] that shall be described was used to predict the
power delay profile. A ray-tracing computer program was developed to predict
propagation. Due to this, it was necessary to incorporate some building infonnation.
This was done using a program that could represent the building blueprints and
objects inside the building. Only large objects, such as building walls or office
partitions were included in the building database. The transmitter and receiver were
modelled as point sources in the building. In order to detennine all possible rays that
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might leave the transmitter and arrive at the receiver, it is necessary to consider all
possible angles of departure and arrival at the transmitter and receiver. Rays are
launched from the transmitter at an elevation angle .9 and azimuth angle ¢relative to
the standard engineering coordinate system. The computer program used ray-tracing
to find each ray path by which significant levels of energy radiated from the
transmitting location reached the receiving point. The model incorporated both brute
force ray-tracing based upon geometrical optics, and diffraction using the unifonn
geometrical theory of diffraction.

The amplitudes ofmultipath reflections and transmission were modelled by
the Fresnel plane wave reflection and transmission coefficients. For reflections and
transmissions with the floor or ceiling, the parallel coefficients were used, while the
perpendicular reflection and transmission coefficients were used when the ray
intersects a vertically oriented building wall.

The model considered that the propagation of energy from the transmitter to
the receiver occurred in various modes such as by direct, reflected, transmitted and
diffracted paths. For implementing the model it was necessary to consider the path
loss dependence ofeach mode ofpropagation. Table 12 shows the distance
dependence in each case, considering the path segments in Figure 15.

Type of Propaeation
Direct Path (Iine-of-sight paths)

Reflected Path

Transmitted Path

Diffracted Path

Path Loss Dependence

1/d Z
(*)

1/(lj + rzY
lfh + r4Y
~rs/(r6 (rs + r6»

Recei\:er

Figure 15: Transmilled, Reflected and

Diffracted Ray Paths in [38j.

Table 12: Path Loss Dependence ofthe different types ofPropagation Computed in [38].
(*) This case is not showed in Figure 15, but d is the 'direct' distance between the transmitter and the
receiver.

The second prediction model, [37] is a ray-tracing technique used to trace the
significant direct (if existing),
reflected, transmitted or refracted
rays from a transmitter location to a
receiver location in a three-dimensional
space and it is based in the first model
described before. The direct
transmission ray as well as the rays that
are multiply reflected and transmitted at
walls and floors are considered. It was
found that in addition to the direct
transmission ray, the rays reflected both
by the lateral beams and walls also have
large effect on the receiving fields.
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4.4.1.2.2. Resulting Models

Diffracting comers were modelled, in [38], as dielectric wedges and diffracted
rays were found for all combinations of transmitter and receiver that each had a direct
path to the diffracting wedge. The amplitude and phase of diffracted rays were
determined by the uniform geometrical theory ofdiffraction for a dielectric wedge.

Each propagation mechanism was treated separately, and the total field was
determined via coherent superposition of the individual contributions of each ray. The

complex field amplitude of the i th ray, in V/ m , at the receiver is given by

Ei =EohJriLi(d)TI r(.9j JTI r(.9ki )e-jkd
j k

(4.13)

where Eo is the reference field strength in V / m, hi and fri are the field amplitude

radiation pattern of the transmitting and receiving antenna respectively, Li (d) is

the path loss distance dependence for the i th multipath component, d is the path
length in metres, r(.9ji ) is the reflection coefficient, r(.9ki ) is the transmission

coefficient, and e - jkd is the propagation phase factor due to path length, with

k = 2ff/A.
Taking into account that the model described in [37] includes direct, reflected

and transmitted fields represented by the rays, the complex vector field of the ray at
the receiver is given by

Ei = EoGtPriLiTI Jt(.9ji )TI r(.9mJ
j m

(4.14)

where Eo is the field 1 meter away from the transmitting antenna, Gli and Gri are

the field-amplitude radiation patterns of the transmitting and the receiving
antennas, and Li is the free-space path loss of the i th component. .9ji and .9mi are the

- -
/h reflecting and m th transmitting angles respectively. Rc and t represents the

reflection and transmission coefficients of the propagating field in the ray-fixed
coordinate system defined by this model.

4.4.2. Limits to Proposed Models

4.4.2.1. Deterministic Models

Results from the model in [20] were compared with the other two proposed
models: Alexander's model and the model due to Motley and Keenan. There is an
improvement in the overall model when compared with the models by the other
authors. The RMSE decreased from 12.4 dB, in Alexander's model, and from 12.1
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Figure 16: Probability Density Estimation
Error in [41). All Measurements at all
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dB, in the case of Motley and Keenan, to 8.2 dB, and the coefficient of determination
r 2 increased from 44% or 47%, depending on the model, to 76%. This improvement
was a result of all the models tested in this paper, which considered different factors
to affect the attenuation within buildings.

Error contours were plotted in [27], which shows the difference between
measured and predicted path loss for the buildings tested. To predict the path loss in
this example, equation (4.7) was used, with the values for attenuation factors for soft
partitions and concrete walls, obtained from the measurements - AF(soft partition)=
1.39 dB and AF (concrete wall)=2.38 dB. From one ofthis contours can be seen that,

although there are some locations where the
path loss error is greater than 9 dB, the
majority oflocations are predicted to within
6 dB. The prediction error is less than 3 dB
for over half the locations and less than 6 dB
for nearly all of this wing. The error
contours for this portion of this building,
showed that equation (4.7) can be used to
accurately predict path loss based on site
specific information.

To form an opinion about the
accuracy of the model in [41], and its
eventual applicability for prediction, the
authors present the probability density of the
estimation error e obtained for a large

number of measurements. This is plotted in Figure 16. It can be noted that 68% of
these measurements fall within ± 2dB of the estimated level and that the standard
deviation of e is slightly lower than 3 dB. Nevertheless, it is also clear that always
remains a certain number of cases where the estimation error is important (i.e., 6 dB,
1-2% ofthe cases).

Probability densities ofthe estimation error for different ranges of distance
have been obtained by the authors; from these, it was found that the accuracy
decreases with the increase in distance, which of course corresponds to increasing
uncertainty and diversity in architectural configuration, geometry, furniture, building
materials, etc.

The method described in this paper requires a fairly detailed knowledge of the
building architectural configuration; in this case, it is limited to a one type of building
construction and a concrete frequency, 900 MHz. It is an interesting approach in
modelling the propagation losses inside building, but its application is limited to the
same measurement conditions described before.

4.4.2.2. Ray-Tracing Theoretical Models

In [38] qualitative comparison of measured and predicted power delay profiles
where done in order to compute the accuracy of the proposed model. This comparison
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Figure 17: Measurement Locations in [38].
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was carried out for different measurement locations at two frequencies, 1.3 and 4.0
GHz, for both line-of-sight and obstructed measurement locations.

Only the results for 1.3 GHz will be analysed due to the 4.0 GHz frequency is
out of the range of interest in this project. The measurement locations are shown in
Figure 17 and the results for one of these locations in Figure 18.

The location chosen had line-of-sight between the transmitter and the receiver.
Results shown that the path loss error is lees than 2 dB and the RMS delay spreads are
quite similar. The amplitudes and arrival
times of significant multipath components
were predicted with the model.

As the receiver was moved from a
line-of-sight location to an obstructed
location, the predicted power delay
profiles accurately tracked the change in
path loss. This change was found to be 16
dB in one of the buildings tested and 30
dB in the other. Overall, the standard
deviation of the path loss error was 4.8
dB over a dynamic range of 50 dB in two
buildings and two frequency bands.

Results from [37] showed that the general three-dimensional model proposed
in Section 4.4.1.2 was developed with a reasonable accuracy for 900 MHz, 1.4 GHz,
1.9 GHz and 2.44 GHz radio waves propagating through floors in a multifloored

office building. Measurements were compared
with the designed 3-D model, along with the
direct-path model (DP), which considered the
direct-transmission (refracted) path only. The
experimental site that shall be analysed for this
paper in order to compare the accuracy of the
method is shown in Figure 19.

It was found that the 3-D model gives a
200 2'0 300

ToUI Dela7 (01) much better prediction accuracy than that of the
Figure 18: Measured and Predicted Power DP model with smaller values of me and O"e.

Delay Profiles at Location G at
1.3 GHz in [38]. Here me represented the mean of the error (the

difference between the simulated and
measured path losses) and O"e is the

standard deviation of the error. This is
because the field transmitted through the
floor and reflected by the lateral beams
or by the sidewalls in the hallway has a
significant contribution to the receiving
field, which is neglected in the DP
model. This is explained by the
geometry of the received rays that are
transmitted through the floor and
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Figure 20: The Measured and Predicted
Path Loss of900 MHz Radio
Wave ill !37/.

reflected by the lateral beams as it is shown in Figure 19. Therefore, for the receiving
positions near the transmitting antenna, the 3-D
model gives much better prediction accuracy
than that of the DP model as is shown in Figure
20 for 900 MHz, since in this region, the fields
reflected by the lateral beams or sidewalls are
the major components of the receiving field. The
value of me for the proposed model in this case

was 1.58 dB with a standard deviation O"e of

7.64 dB. A modified 3-D model- the 3-D
model neglecting the rays, which are
propagating through the floor and reflected by
the sidewalls - was used to compare with the
measurements. The results showed that the floor
and lateral beams are the major construction
features to affect the estimation of the floor

attenuation and the sidewall reflection can raise the predicted field strength.
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CHAPTERS

A Method to Predict the Attenuation of Radio Signals
Transmitted through Buildings

5.1. Proposed Method

As is known, most existing propagation prediction models model the buildings
as being completely opaque to radio signals; this means that the amount of radio
signal, which could be received from the transmitter, after coming through a building,
is negligible. Nevertheless, recent measurements from [43], show that propagation
through buildings surrounding the BS antenna can be the dominant propagation
mechanism in urban microcells at UHF frequencies.

In order to evaluate this propagation mechanism, a simple method was
designed to calculate the attenuation suffered by radio signals going through
buildings. As said before, there was not enough available literature about transmission
through buildings to design an interesting and accurate model. Instead, a model was
developed from the information collected in the literature review carried out in the
framework of this project; so, this model is a combination of two mechanisms of
propagation: penetration into buildings and propagation totally inside buildings.

From the literature review carried out in Chapters 2,3 and 4 of this report,
some methods could be used to calculate the signal strength - and consequently, the
attenuation - in different situations. The total losses from the transmitter to the
receiver were modelled like a combination of three different effects; losses due to
free-space propagation were used from the transmitter to the building; penetration
losses, when the radio signal went from outside the building to inside it; losses due to
the propagation of radio signal inside the building, which were called indoor losses;
penetration losses again when the signal moved from inside the building to outside;
and distance-dependence law with an exponent equal to 2, as in the case of free
space losses, to model the losses when the signal went from the building to the mobile
receiver. So, an expression for the losses due transmission through buildings was:
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(5.1)

where LFS are the free-space losses, Lp are the penetration losses, LDD are the

distance-dependence law losses and LIN are the indoor losses. It must be pointed out

that the penetration losses are the same both when the signal is coming from outside
the building, or when is coming from inside to outside it, due to the reciprocity
existing between the transmitter and receiver.

Figure 1: Transmitter and Receiver Situation.

For more clearness, Figure 1 shows the general situation under study; both the
transmitter and receiver are outside, and there are one ore more buildings obstructing
the direct path between them. According to the results found in [43], a significant
amount of field strength might arrive at the receiver due to the transmission of radio
signals through the buildings in front of the transmitter. The situation under study to
develop the method shall be modified, to consider only a building in the path from the
transmitter to the receiver.

A generic building was considered to develop the model. Only some
information about the building under study was known: the building blueprints and
the building height. According to this, it was necessary to make some assumptions in
order to design the model. These were, the building was considered to be infinitely
large, so no diffraction effects could happen due to the comers of the building, with a
known width; the building is also infinitely high, so no propagation over the roof
exists; the building walls were made of a certain kind of material, which had a
relative permittivity Ii and a conductivity (J" depending on the type of material;
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it was not specified any internal layout for the building.
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Figure 2: Modelled ofthe building under study and parameters used.

Other assumptions made were related with the way in which the ray
representing the propagating radio signal was coming from the transmitter to the
building under study. The signal coming from outside the building penetrated into it
through a window, and the same for the signal going from inside the building to
outside. One assumption more was made: the direction of propagation did not change
for the signal moving inside the building.

The complete model is shown in Figure 2 along with the parameters used to
develop the propagation model. These parameters were described as follows:

V The angle of arrival, ,g, is measured from the perpendicular direction to
the building to the direction followed for the propagating signal.

V d1 is the distance from the transmitter to the building, measured in the

perpendicular direction from the transmitter to the building.
V dz is the distance from the building to the receiver, measured in the

perpendicular direction from the receiver to the building.
V w is the width of the building.
V dT is the path length from the transmitter to the building in the direction of

propagation.
V dIN is the path length inside the building in the direction of propagation.
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V' d R is the path length from the building to the receiver in the direction of

propagation.
In the following sections, a description of the different losses utilised to

characterise each path followed by the signal from the transmitter to the receiver is
presented and described.

5.1.1. Free-space Losses

The free-space propagation model [29] is used to predict received signal
strength when the transmitter and the receiver have a clear, unobstructed line-of-sight
path between them. The free-space model predicts that received power decays as a
function of the T-R separation distance raised to some power (i.e. a power law
function). The free-space power received by a receiver antenna, which is separated
from a radiating transmitter antenna by a distance given by the Friis free-space
equation,

(5.2)

where ~ is the transmitted power, Pr(d) is the received power which is a function

of the T-R separation, G
1
is the transmitter antenna gain, G)s the receiver antenna

gain, d is the T-R separation distance in metres, L is the system loss factor not
related to propagation ( L ~ I ), and ;t is the wavelength in metres.

The path loss, which represents signal attenuation as a positive quantity
measured in dB, is defined as the difference (in dB) between the effective transmitted
power and the received power, and mayor may not include the effect of the antenna
gains. The path loss for the free-space model when antenna gains are excluded is
given by,

p [ ;t2 ]PL(dB) = lOlogIO _I = -lOlogIO ( )2
~ 4JZ" d 2

(5.3)

With these assumptions, Friis free-space model was applied to calculate the
losses between the transmitter and the building. The resulting expression according to
the parameters in Figure 2 is,

L =(4if )2d2FS T
C (

4ifd T )or, in dB, LFs(dB) = 2010gJO -c- (dB) (5.4)

Notice that LFS is defined as a positive term, so if the received power wanted

to be calculated, Pr (dB) = ~ (dB) - LFS (dB) .
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5.1.2. Penetration Losses

The modelled ofthe losses due to the signal coming from outside to inside the
building, or penetration losses, was done using the Fresnel Transmission Coefficient.
This parameter characterises the amount of signal strength coming from outside the
building that comes into the building.

The utilisation of this parameter to model the penetration losses was decided
because the Transmission Coefficient presented dependence with the known
parameters described in Section 5.1.

From [39], the Fresnel Reflection Coefficient was defined as follows,

(5.5)

where ¢is the angle between the reflecting surface and the direction of propagation of

the incident or reflected ray, and c
r
is the complex relative permittivity. It was

assumed that the relative permeability, Jir' of the obstacle is equal to 1.

The angle ¢ in the definition of Rs ' can be related with the angle of arrival

.9 defined for the model, in Section 5.1, when both are expressed in degrees,

.9 = 90° - ¢

such as it can be checked out in Figure 3. According to this, the expression for Rs as a

function of the angle of arrival is,

(5.6)

The real interesting parameter for the model is the Fresnel Transmission
Coefficient, which can be defined as from the Reflection Coefficient like,

So, the complete expression for the Fresnel Transmission Coefficient is,

T
_ 2cos.9

s -
cos .9 + ~cr - sin2 .9

(5.7)

(5.8)

The complex relative permittivity c
r
used in the equations above is given by,
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(5.9)

where £ is the relative permittivity of the material, £0 is the permittivity of the

vacuum, and o-is the conductivity. The value for £0 is 8.854 X 10-12 F/m. Usually,

the product 60Ao- will be very small, so it can be neglected. Doing this, the complex
relative permittivity will be,

(5.10)

The dependence of penetration losses with the Fresnel Transmission
Coefficient is,

Lp = l/T/ or, in dB,

having a new term for the develop of the method.

5.1.3. Indoor Losses

The model, first proposed for Motley and Keenan [36], and reviewed by
Rappaport, [29], was chosen to characterise the losses due to the propagation of radio
signal totally inside the building, i.e., the indoor losses.

The availability of different values for the path loss exponent, n, measured at
different frequencies and for a wide range of locations in many buildings [29] made
possible the choice of this model.

The general expression for the in-building propagation model that included the
effect of building type as well as the variations caused by obstacles, presented in
Chapter 4, was,

(5.12)

where nSF represented the exponent value for the 'same floor' measurement. That

meant, if a good estimator for n existed on the same floor, then the path loss on a
different floor could be predicted by adding an appropriate value ofFAF.

The limited information about the building under the study along with the
necessity of model the problem only in two dimensions, led to choose other
expression for the model, replacing the FAF by an exponent which already considered
the effects of multiple floor separation. The attenuation model, then, was as follows,
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PL(d) [dB ] = PL(da) + 10nMF 10glO(~)
da

(5.13)

where nMF denoted the path loss exponent based on measurements through multiple

floors.
Different values of n, from [29] were shown in Table 11 in Chapter 4, along

with the standard deviation and the number of locations for different types of
buildings. The model uses values for the path loss exponent, n, varying between 3.5
and 4.0.

Applying the parameters of the model from Figure 2, the resulting expression
for the indoor losses is,

L =[dT+dINJn
IN d

T

(dB) (5.14)

In this case, no reference losses (i.e. PL(da)[dB] = OdB) were taking into

account. The relation (dT + dIN / dT) was established to take into account the

possibility of having the receiver situated just in the border between outside and
inside the building; in this situation, dIN would be equal to zero and LIN would be 1 in

natural units or 0 in decibels. This would mean that there would not be contribution to
the total losses due to propagation inside the building.

5.1.4. Distance-dependence Law Losses

For the path from the building to the receiver, a simple distance-dependence
law was designed. The path loss dependence with distance from the building to the
receiver was chosen equal to 2 as was mentioned in Section 5.1. The resultant
expression is then,

As in the previous section, the relation (dT+ dIN + dR / dT+ dIN )was

established to take into account the possibility of having the receiver situated just in
the border between inside and outside the building; in this situation, d R would be

equal to zero and LDD would be 1 in natural units or 0 in decibels. This would mean
that there would not be contribution to the total losses due to propagation from the
exterior border of the building and the receiver.
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5.1.5. Total Losses

In accordance with the results from the previous sections, the expression for
the total losses, when the propagation path of a radio signal moving from a transmitter
to a receiver is interrupted by a building is,

(5.16)

or, in dB,

(dB) (5.17)
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Figure 3: Proposed Method with Losses specified for each Propagation Path.

Usually, the known parameters will be the distances from the transmitter to the
building and from the building to the receiver, d} and dz' and the width of the

building, w. In the following sections, an application of the model will be analysed.
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As a review, to make clear in which part of the propagation path, each of the losses
are contributing, a new scheme of the building under study is shown in Figure 3.

5.2. Practical Application of the Proposed Method

·80,..---r---r----.--.,--......----r----.----,
:MS location

Figure 4: Plan ofUrban Microcell Environment in [42].

Figure 5: Measured and Predicted Field
Strength along Rodtmatt Street in [42].
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In order to check out the accuracy of the method proposed in previous
sections, a comparison between some measured results and the results from the model
was done.

The measurements were done in [42], and the plan of the testing place is
shown in Figure 4, where the base station situation, which was fixed, is named by BS,
and the mobile receiver situation is named by MS.

The comparison made between
the measured and the predicted field
strength when the mobile receiver was
moving along a road behind a building,
showed that in this particular case, the
electromagnetic field was dominated by
contributions resulting from
transmission through the building. As
can be seen in Figure 5, the field
strength predicted behind the building 
BR3 in Figure 4 - by the ray-tracing
model was underestimated by it.
Measurements from the average power delay profile, at the MS location showed in
Figure 4, along with the corresponding elevation angles showed that this increase in
the signal strength, could only be due to transmission through building BR3.

In addition to the assumptions made for the building between the transmitter
and the receiver in Section 5.1, the base station will be fixed, while the mobile

receiver will move along a
trajectory behind the
building. The zero
reference for the mobile
position will be on the
straight line joining the
transmitter with the

-160 ~-~-~--c!:=------:'7---...,~-~:-----:-"-=-----:-:! receiver, perpendicular to
o ro ~ 00 00 100 1ro 1~ 100

distance,m the building. The length of
the trajectory will be
defined, then from a
certain value, say - r, to
its symmetric positive

value, + r. Other necessary parameters to apply and given by the problem the method
are the distance from the BS to the building, d] = 50 metres, the width of the building,

w =15 metres, and the distance from the building to the MS, d 2 =20 metres.
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In the election of the dielectric constant and the conductivity, it would be
necessary to know which is the construction material used in the BR3 building walls.
But, as was said in Section 5.1, it will be considered that the ray representing the radio
signal, comes into the building through a window and after moving inside the
building, following the same direction, it also goes out the building through a
window. So, the dielectric constant, c, and the conductivity, 0; of glass were chosen.

For this material, evaries between 5 and 10 and the value for O"is 10-12
•

It will be shown that all the parameters included in the proposed method
depend on the mobile position, r, along the trajectory behind the building. A resume
of these parameters and the data necessary to compute the method is shown in Table
1. In Figure 6, the complete model is shown along with the parameter dependence
with r.
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Figure 6: Data and Parameters to compute the Method.

From Figure 6 and applying trigonometry is easy to find the dependence of the
angle of arrival with the position of the MS, and from it, the dependence with r of the
rest of parameters defined in Table 1. These expressions are shown in Appendix 3.

Once all the parameters were defined as a function of the mobile position, a
simple program in Matlab was developed. A database was created containing all the
data of the problem; this also helped to modify the data values in order to check - as
will be shown in the following section - its effects in the total path loss calculated
with the method.
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Data Parameters

d l = 50 metres .9 (r), angle of arrival

d2 = 20 metres dT (r) metres

W =15 metres dIN (r) metres

f = 2000 MHz dR(r) metres

& =5 -10 Ts (r)

(J =10-12 n-1m-1 r metres

Table 1: Data and Parameters Values.

With the objective of make the code as simple as possible, different small
functions were codified to calculate all the significant parameters of the method. The
Matlab code along with a brief description of each function is shown in Appendix 3.

rt must be said that the variable representing the different positions of the
mobile receiver along the path behind the building, r, was defined as a vector in the
database. The vector tips were between -d and +d, and they were chosen as a first
approach to be -80 and +80 metres. The spacing between MS positions computed was
chosen to be 10 centimetres.

5.3. Results and Discussion

In this section the results from the simulation of the proposed method for a
concrete example are shown. First, the path loss for the data from the example is
plotted and, then different variables from the database are varied to check out its
influence in the losses. Finally, the model will be compared with the measurements
from [42].

Figure 7, shows the path loss variation, predicted by the method, with the
mobile received, relative to the free-space losses. As can be seen, losses are higher in
the tips of the path covered by the mobile then in the centre, r=O, where a straight line
could be outlined joining the transmitter and the receiver through the building.

The explanation for this behaviour is that in the tips of the path, the angle of
arrival is higher than in the centre, and due to the dependence of the different
distances in the method, i. e. dT' dIN and dR' with this angle, they are also bigger.

Each part in the total losses, except for the penetration losses, has direct distance
dependence, so the bigger the distance is, the higher the losses are. The transmission
coefficient has also dependence with the angle of arrival; so, in this case, the larger
the angle is, the smaller the transmission coefficient will be, and this will affect the
value of the total path loss.
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In order to compute how changes in different parameters affect the method,
the simulated path loss was plotted varying the value of some parameters. Results are
shown in the following sections.

5.3.1. Distance Decay Rate

The first approach was done to compare how losses depend on the variation of
the distance decay rate. From Table 1, is known that the value of n represented in
Figure 7 is 4.0. But, as it was pointed out in Section 5.1, the value of n is known to
vary between 3.5 and 4.0.

According to this, Figure 8 shows the variation of path loss with the distance
decay rate, n. Due to the dependence of indoor losses with n, shown in Section 5.1.3,
total path losses are lower for smaller values of the decay rate. The figure shows that
there is not a large difference in the predicted path loss for different values of n. That
means, there is not a big error in predicting the path loss using one or the other value
of the distance decay rate.

5.3.2. Dielectric Constant and Conductivity

Another step in the evaluation of the method was to check out which was the
effect ofvarying the dielectric constant, C, and the conductivity, cr. Changes in
these parameters are going to cause changes in the value of the transmission
coefficient.

Changes in conductivity were not found to produce any effect in penetration
losses. Only a big change in this parameter, say cr =lOn-1m-1

, showed a perceptible
change in penetration losses - and, of course, in total losses - but this was not a
reasonable value for the conductivity of the material. The reasonable values for cr,

say between 10-1 and 10-12
, make the term 60A,cr negligible compared with the

values for the dielectric constant.
A difference in the path loss was found when varying the values of the

dielectric constant. In Table 1, C was shown to vary between 5 and 10. Figure 9
shows that there was an increase in the path loss for higher values of the dielectric
constant. Besides, there was a noticeable difference between path loss with C =10 ,
and path loss with C = 5 , of around 5 dB. The value for n was chosen, in this case, to
be 4.0. The same conclusions were reached using a distance decay rate equal to 3.5,
plotted in Figure 10; the only difference was in the reduction in path loss due to, as it
was said before, a smaller value ofn.

5.3.2. Distance from the Transmitter to the Building

In Figure 11, path loss is plotted against different values of the distance
between the transmitter and the building. This parameter is directly affecting the
free-space losses on the method because the propagation path covered by theray
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outside the building depends on the value of d] . Results plotted show that there as

d 1decreased, the path loss increased. There is a difference of around 2 dB between

the shorter and the longer distance plotted. This was not a great variation; it should be
remarked that the difference was found to be smaller moving from the tips ofMS
position vector to the centre, towards r = O.

5.3.4. Distance from the Building to the Receiver

Similar results were found varying the distance from the building to the
receiver in Figure 12. Nevertheless, the difference between the biggest and the
smallest value of d 2 chosen was found to be less, around 1.5 dB. Besides the effect

described before - the decrease of the difference from the tips to the centre of the
vector - is more noticeable in this case.

5.3.5. Width of the Building

It can be seen from Figure 13, that the increase in the width of the building
causes a decrease in the path loss. This is due to de distance that the wave has to cover
inside the building, depends on the value ofw, so an increase in the width causes and
increase on the value of dIN' and, consequently in the value of indoor losses.

5.3.6. Comparison with the Proposed Example

Results from [43] found a path loss over free-space losses of around 30 dB.
From Figure 7, it is clear that there is a big difference - of around 19 dB - between
this measured value of the path loss and value predicted by the proposed model. Even
using the values for eand n - £=10 and n=4.0 -, which provide the highest values of
total path loss, the difference is around 11 dB.

It is clear that some effect was not taken into account developing the model, or
the assumptions made to design it reduce the model accuracy. In particular might be
said that some of the assumptions made to design the model, don't follow the
characteristics of the measurement plan used in [42]. For example, from Figure 4 can
be seen that building BR3 have a variable width along its length. This fact could be
increase or reduce the indoor path, changing the value of the indoor losses.

Another point is about the values of the relative permittivity used in the model.
It was assumed that the ray was coming into the building through a window. But if
this is not true, different values of this parameter should be used. Remembering that
this parameter has influence on the penetration losses, with the Fresnel Transmission
coefficient, this would produce a change in the total losses.
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Path Loss Variation with Mobile Receiver Position
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Path Loss Variation with the Distance Decay Rate (n)
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Path Loss Variation with the Dielectric Constant (e) with n=3.5
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Path Loss Variation with the Distance betvlfeen the Transmitter and the Building (d,)
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Path Loss Variation with the Width of the BUilding (w)
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

This project wanted to achieve two objectives: find interesting literature about
Penetration ofRadio Signals into Buildings and Transmission through them, and from
these documents develop a simple method to predict the attenuation of radio signals
transmitted though buildings.

6.1. Literature Research Conclusions

A literature research method was described in order to carry out the research;
using three research tools available in the Eindhoven University of Technology, along
with two research methods the research was done. It is important to remark that
interesting information in the frame work of this project about transmission through
buildings was not found; the only two papers found [21], [22], both from the same
author, were not considered to offer a good solution in order to develop the final
model. This was the reason why the research also included collecting documents
about Propagation ofRadio Signals within Buildings. The literature research carried
out, provided an interesting and extensive collection of the subjects mentioned before.

6.2. General Conclusions

Results for penetration into buildings were found to be similar for different
researchers. One important concept that should be pointed out, is the problem of
building penetration loss. As was said in Chapter 3, in [2] this factor was modelled as
the distance-dependence of the path loss when the mobile is outside a building plus a
building loss factor. Penetration losses were shown to be dependent on a large number
or factors, among others, frequency, height, internal and external structure of the
building under test, etc.

The characterisation of the results was made from a statistical point of view,
and separating narrowband from wideband results. In the narrowband results, the
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signal variations were divided into small-scale and large-scale signal variations; all
the documents were agree on characterise the small-scale variations following a
Rayleigh distribution and the large-scale variations tending to a log-normal
distribution with a standard deviation related to the conditions of transmission.

Wideband results were characterised, in the only paper found related to this
subject [15], using the RMS Delay Spread. Results showed that the absence of a clear
line-of-sight between the transmitter and the receiver had a major impact in this
parameter.

The theoretical models proposed by most of the authors were derived from
their experimental results. Usually, these models used regression techniques, in order
to test how well the model fitted the measured data. The problem with the models
presented in Chapter 3, is that they are limited to the same working frequency and the
same building characteristics to the building tested.

Similar conclusions were found for propagation within buildings. Narrowband
measurements showed the signal variation depending on the building characteristics,
and also in the relative position between the transmitter and the receiver, i.e., if they
were placed on the same or separated by different floors. The large-scale variations
followed a log-normal distribution but with higher values of the standard deviation.

6.3. New Designed Model

Results from the proposed method to calculate the attenuation of radio signals
transmitted through buildings, showed that an improvement on it is necessary in order
to obtain a better agreement between the attenuation predicted for this model and the
results obtained from measurements in [42].
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Appendices

Appendix 1

• Definition of the angle a i

Referring to this angle, if a local
obstructing building was present then a i would

be taken relative to the plane of wall 1.
Conversely, in the absence of an obstructing
building ai would be the larger of the ai's for

walls 1 and 2. By this definition a i was always

between aand 900
•

• Definition of the statistic Cp

W.lll•"uour'"
buJldinr

Ob.tru~tml

bluhhnl

The Cp statistic is a function of the error sums of squares for both the reduced

and full models and allows a direct comparison of the reduction in variability of the
response variable (in the paper's case mp) that can be attributed to the two models in

a similar manner to the F statistic. Subset models for which Cp is small and

approximately equal to p are said to be adequate reduced prediction models. There
will generally be a number of equally valid subset models and it is then up to the
research to select the most suitable of these models.

• Regression Analysis Technique

The multiple regression analysis requires a rigorous and careful estimation of
its quality, which can be test using the F-test and the coefficient of detennination r 2

•
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Partial quality test of the individual variables should also be made using the t-test. In
addition to these three essential quality tests, a close examination of the correlation
between any two variables is also necessary. Even if all the statistical tests have
shown that the assumed model was useful in predicting the dependent variables, it
cannot be concluded that such a model is the best predictor model without further data
analysis. It is also necessary to consider that the calculated prediction equation, based
on a set of independent variables, is appropriate only over the range of the sample
values used in the analysis. Extrapolation beyond this range may lead to errors.
Simple regression analysis is used when the measured values are related to one
variable, whereas for multiple variables, multiple regression analysis can be applied.

Suppose that n measurements of a certain quantity, say Y, have been
undertaken and that m variables are thought to affect all the measured values of Y. A
multiple regression model that relates an individual value of Yto the m variables can
then be expressed by

m

Y; = bo + IbjXij + ci
j;\

for i=1,2, ... ,n and X ij is the ith value of the jth variable and ci the error or residual.

The parameters b I ' b 2 , ••• , b m are the regression coefficients corresponding to the m

variables; bois a constant which can account for all the other unconsidered variables.

The predicted value of the independent variable Y i , can be expressed by

m

2; = bo + IbjXij
j;\

An important issue in regression analysis is assessing its overall quality. An
analysis of residuals or errors is a useful way of evaluating how good the regression
is. One possible statistical test dealing with residuals is the F-test, which for m
independent variables (i.e., b l' b 2 , ••• , b m) and n observations, is represented by

F ~ tit, -if1m

~(Y; -2;) Iv
where Y is the mean value of Y. With the number of degrees of freedom m for the
numerator and v=n-m-l for the denominator, the tabulated value ofF for a given level
of significance ais compared to the calculated F. Ifthe computer F is greater than the
tabulated value it can then be concluded that the regression results are significant, and
the level of significance a, represents the probability that the wrong conclusion has
been drawn. The overall quality of the regression analysis can be assessed using the
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coefficient of detennination, which measures the degree of association between the
dependent variable and all the independent variables taken together and is

t(f; -Y)
r 2 = ....:.i~....:.l _

t(r: -YY
i=!

The ratio r 2 must lie between zero and unity. When r 2 =1, all variation has
been explained but ifit is equal to zero, the regression model does not explain
anything, that is Y is not a function of the variables Xi' X 2 , •.• , X m' After detennining

r 2
, the assumed model is useful in describing the dependent variable Y (i.e. the path

loss between antennas), it is necessary to check the significance ofthe partial
coefficients bj , which were considered to have practical importance. This is done by

means of the t-test. The appropriate statistic of the test for thejth independent
variables, is

wherej=1,2, ... ,m and eijis thejth diagonal element of the matrix (X Txt, with the

first element eoo corresponding to the constant tenn of the model being ignored. The

quality,

is often referred to as the root mean square error (RMSE) value. As in the F-test, the
computed t j should be greater than the tabulated tv;a% for a level of significance a.

One of the problems ofmultiple regression analysis is the possibility of
selecting highly correlated independent variables, which indicates that the variables
tend to change together. The correlation coefficient between any two variables, say
X k and Xl' is

rx,X, = ----r.::===i~=l==========='"

[t(x;, -x.rt(x"-X,)' ]
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where X ik and Xii are the ith component of X k and XI' respectively. X k , XI' are the

average values of two variables. A high correlation coefficient does not prevent
finding an estimated regression equation; however, different sets of sample
observations could result in very different estimated regression coefficients, reflecting
an inherent instability in the regression relationship. The elimination of one of the
highly correlated variables from the regression breaks that pattern and yields different
results for the interrelation among the remaining variables.
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Appendix 2

• Definition of Parameter h

In theory, attenuation caused by sharp edge diffraction behaves according
Huygen's principle and can be can be described using the Fresnel parameter 'D. For
[41 the computation of'D for each location of interest is somewhat tedious. Instead, a
'geometric diffraction' parameter h, defined in Figure 1 for the case of a lateral
corridor, or in Figure 2, for the case of a room adjacent to a main corridor where the
signal source is located, has been used in this paper.

MAL""l CORRIDOR

LATERAL CORRIDOR

RX

Figure 1: GeQmetric DiffractiQn Parameter
jQr Lateral CQrridQr Qpening Qn
Main CQrridQr.
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TX

Figure 2: GeQmetric DiffractiQn Parameter jQr
RQQm Adjacent tQ CQrridQr.
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• Floor Attenuation Factor Path Loss Model

Values for the FAF in Table 10, Chapter 4, are an average (in decibels) of the
difference between the path loss observed at multifloor locations and the mean path
loss predicted by the simple d n model using as n factor, the same floor exponent
given in Table 11 in Chapter 4, for the particular building structure and d is the
shortest distance measured in three dimensions, between the transmitter and the
receIver.
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Appendix 3

• Dependence of Parameters with the Mobile Receiver Position

From Figure 6 in Chapter 5 is clear that the angle of arrival can be defined as,

(1)

Taking this expression into account and knowing that is clear the following relation,

(2)

the expression for the angle of arrival is,

(3)

Once the angle of arrival is known, the following expressions will relation the
distances dr(r) , dIN (r), d R(r) with t9 and, subsequently with r,

d
dr(r) = 1

cos(t9(r»
d (r) w__

IN - cos(t9(r»
dR(r) = d 2 (4)

cos(t9(r»

As it was shown in Table 1 in Chapter 5, the frequency used in the study is
2000 MHz; taking into account the relation between the frequency and the
wavelength,
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c
A =- = 0.15 metres

f
(5)

and knowing the expression for the complex relative permittivity, c r ' is clear to

deduce,

C
r

=c-j~ == c- j60crA =c- j60 x 0.15 x 10-12 (6)
mCa

As can be seen in equation (6), the second term of the expression will be very
small, so it could be neglected. In this case, the simplest form for the complex relative
permittivity would be,

(7)

• Matlab Functions

Data File

%Data File for the Program
r=-80:0.1:80i %in metres
dl=50i %perpendicular distance between the transmitter and the
building in metres
d2=20i %perpendicular distance between the receiver and the
building in metres
w=15i %width of the building in metres
f=2000i %frequency in MHz
c=300000i %ligth speed in kilometres per second
n=4.0i %distance decay rate
epr=5i %dielectric constant
sigma=10 A (-12) i %conductivity

Function angle

function ang=angle(r)
%Function which calculates the angle of arrival

ang=asin(r./(sqrt(r. A 2+(dl+w+d2) .A 2 ))) i

Function transmission

function coeff=transmission(theta) i

%Function which calculates the Fresnel transmission coefficient
coeff= (2 *cos (theta) ) . / (cos (theta) + (sqrt (epr- ( (sin (theta) ) ) . A 2 ) ) ) i
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Function distance

function [dt,din,dr]=distance(theta)
%Function which calculates the distance between the transmitter and
the building, the distance inside the building and the dictance
between the building and the receiver

dt=dl./cos(theta) ;
din=w./cos(theta) ;
dr=d2./cos(theta) ;

Function Losses

function attdbr=losses;
%Function which calculates the path loss over the free-space losses
for a given distance between the transmitter and the receiver

datos %data file
theta=angle(r) ;%angle of arrival
[dt,din,dr] =distance (theta) ; %distance from the transmitter to
the building, distance inside the building and distance from
the building to the receiver
coeff=transmission(theta) %Fresnel transmission coefficient
att= (( ((4*pi *f) Ic) . A2 ) . * (dt. A2 ) . * (( (din+dt) . Idt) . An) . * (( (dr+dt+
din) . I (dt+din)) . A2 )) .1 ((coeff. A2 ). * (coeff. A2 )); %total losses
between the transmitter and the receiver
free= (( (4*pi*f) Ic) . A2 ) . * ((dt+din+dr) . A2 ); %free-space losses
freedb=lO*loglO(free); %free-space losses in decibels
attdb=lO*loglO(att); %total losses in decibels
attdbr=attdb-freedb; %difference between total and free-space
losses

plot(r,attdbr)
title('Path loss variation with mobile receiver position including
penetration losses');
xlabel('mobile receiver position (in metres) ');
ylabel ('path loss over free-space loss (in decibels) ');
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List of Symbols

a r : average room area on each floor

AI: floor area

AF(CW): attenuation factor for concrete wall
AF(SF): attenuation factor for soft partition
Cp : statistic

d: path length
d ': distance from the transmitter to the first wall
do : reference distance, usually 0.3 or 1 metre

d, : distance from the transmitter to the building

d 2 : distance fonn the building to the receiver

diN: path length inside the building in the direction of propagation

d R : path length from the building to the receiver in the direction of propagation

d T : path length from the transmitter to the building in the direction of proagation

D: distance from the source in metres
Eo: reference field strength

f attenuation per floor
f frequency
hi: field amplitude radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna

fri : field amplitude radiation pattern of the receiving antenna

g: parameter, which indicates the presence or otherwise mirror-glass windows
GGil: factor representing the tendency by the signals to be higher on the first two

floors of a building
GRM : gain associated to the reflection effect

Gri : field-amplitude radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna

Gri : field-amplitude radiation pattern of the receiving antenna

h: geometric diffraction parameter
hbrel : base station antenna height

hmrel : mobile receiver antenna height
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hRJ( : receiver height

k: number of floors traversed
k floors: number of floors separating a transmitter and a receiver in a building

L(v): mean of a log-normal distribution with variance u

Lf : path loss calculated using the free-space equation

L i : free-space path loss

m: gradient
me: mean of the error

mp : mean and median of the log-normal part of the Suzuki distribution when

expressed in logarithm units
n: number of samples
n: signal decay rate
n: number of walls in the transmission path
nMF : exponent representing the 'multiple floor' measurements

nSF: exponent representing the 'same floor' measurement

N r : number of rooms on a floor

p: number of walls traversed
p: number of soft partitions traversed
p: number of floors

PL: mean path loss
q: number of concrete walls traversed

Rc : reflection coefficient of the propagating field in the ray-fixed coordinate system

R[ : relation between the length and the width of a floor

Rwin : relation between the number of rooms which contain external windows and the

number of rooms with no windows
s(dB): mean-room signal strength in decibels
SQ: factor, which represents the number of building sides seen by a transmitter on

each floor of a building housing a receiver
Swin: amount of signa11eaving and returning to a building

T: transmission coefficient
Ts : Fresnel transmission coefficient

t: transmission coefficient of the propagating field in the ray-fixed coordinate
system
w: attenuation per wall
w: width of the building
X: mean of the sample
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a i : angle of illumination of the building relative to the base station direction

PI : free-space clutter factor

c. relative permittivity
cr : complex relative permittivity

rj azimuth angle
r. reflection coefficient
A: wavelength
0: standard deviation
0: conductivity

O"e: standard deviation of the error

f): angle of illumination
B. elevation angle
B. angle of arrival measured from the perpendicular to the building
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